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A Note From Dan…
Do you have any desire to be an author…to make a living writing about things you know,
enjoy or care about? You may like the idea of getting paid for sitting at your home writing
and working on your own time schedule, or you may have something that you feel the world
needs to hear! You are not alone; many people desire to write. But amazingly, while 81% of
Americans say they’d like to write a book, only a few ever take a step towards making it
happen. It’s not rocket science - it’s just a process. Most people stop before they start
due to one fact:
They see being the next John Grisham or Rick Warren as simply an impossible dream.
Authors in our society are often revered much like Doctors. To be “published” is looked
upon as a high status achievement, and believe me, it’s an honorable status. But let me
assure you, being a successful author is not luck, not serendipity and not even talent.
While it may include those things, being an author involves a series of activities that you
can do. There are thousands of people who make a good living from books or articles
they’ve written because they simply wrote something and then did the right things to
promote their writing. Did you get that? They are not all great writers. They are not all the
top experts in their fields. And get this…most are not going from bookstore to bookstore
to sign a few books! Most of them are like me…people who would rather not leave the
comfort of their own homes!
I’m not saying anyone can be a successful writer. No way, not at all. But I am saying
that for those who truly have a desire for getting their thoughts, ideas and passions into
print, or have a topic or story that they are passionate about, 95% of the obstacles you
think are there are really imagined.
I did the hard work to get my own writing published, and along the way, I figured out
some pretty important steps. Do you think I’m a “born” writer? Hardly. I spent my early
years working on the family farm. Being paid for thinking, speaking or writing was a
completely foreign thought. But I’ve learned the processes required for both writing and
marketing and have enjoyed the results of being an “author.”
If you want to build a cabinet, you can go to Home Depot and they will give you numbered
plans so you can do it. Much the same, there is a system for writing and getting published.
It’s not for everyone, but if you have enough interest to still be reading this message…the
next bestselling author may be you.
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Build Your
Platform & Audience!
!
!
By the time you reach the end of this book, you will have a good grasp of the
importance of having a platform and an audience. That sets the stage for big book
deals with publishers, or helps you sell thousands of books if you self publish.
!
Knowing the power of community, we created 48DaysEagles.com where people
come together to share their ideas in ways that allow everyone to achieve success
more quickly. Most of the members there have said they see writing as part of their
business model.
!
You can find more information about that vibrant community at
48DaysEagles.com. There is a vibrant interaction of writers with lots of members
contributing their expertise.
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I hear from lots of people who would like to get a book published. Is it possible?
Yes. Is it easy? No. But that doesn’t need to stop you from doing something with your
writing desires. I have been writing for many years, starting with just submitting opinion
letters to local newspapers. They would often run the articles and I began to find a
receptive market for my writing on work, jobs, and employment issues.
!
That highlights one significant issue. Some people work on the craft of writing
rather than on the value of the content. Being a great “writer” in terms of grammar and
technique is wonderful but not likely to create a name for you. Popular authors like
John Maxwell, Seth Godin, Chris Brogan and Jim Collins are not known for their
mastery of the English language but for the focused content they present.
Why Do You Want to Write a Book?
There are many reasons people want to write a book. Your motivations are probably a
combination of these factors:
Communication: Having a book is a wonderful way to communicate your
message to a broader audience. If you are a speaker or teacher you can
exponentially increase your audience with a book. If you have any area of
expertise, a book can help you leverage that expertise. Writing a book will help
you find your own voice. It will help you trust that you have something important
to say. You have a message that must be told. A true writer is someone who
cannot keep from writing. I didn’t start out wanting to be a bestselling author – I
started by struggling with people who were trying to find meaning in their work
and wanted to share those principles with more people.
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Fame: Yes, there is a certain amount of celebrity status that comes instantly with
having a published book. Many sports, political, and media figures have
arranged to have a book about them or their field of knowledge. A book says that
you have moved up the ladder significantly. A book will leave a legacy of thought
and insight that will hopefully continue long after you are gone. It’s a thrill to run
into someone in an airport, on a cruise ship or at the mall who has read your
book. And you’ll get emails from people on the other side of the world who have
been impacted by reading your words on a page.
Fortune: Okay, we certainly hear about the John Greshams, Dan Browns, Joel
Osteens and Rick Warrens of the world – where sales of their books made them
millionaires over and over. But recognize how extremely rare that is. It does
happen but the odds are stacked against you. There are lots of ways to make
money more easily than hoping it will come from a book – but keep planning for it
to happen to you.
Credibility: A book does help to position you as an expert in your field. If you
are a consultant, speaker, coach, pastor or trainer, having a book is a valuable
tool for establishing your credibility as a person who is an expert. It has been
said there are two ways to document your credibility:
Get a PhD
Write a Book. (Quick aside: I completed my doctoral studies and had only
to complete my dissertation. But when I weighed the work required to
produce a document that only 4 old guys would read against the value of
spending the same amount of time writing a book that potentially millions
would read, I elected to write 48 Days to the Work You Love. And I am
confident it has established me as a unique expert far more than if I had
written that dissertation.) Writing a book will force you to grow
intellectually by reading more, researching more and then assimilating that
information into a
format that can be
“If there's a book you really want to read, but it hasn't
easily understood by
been written yet, then you must write it.”
your reader.
!

Toni Morrison
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I tend to view my books as powerful business cards for drawing people into the
other aspects of our 48 Days business. People who have read my books then
purchase more expensive materials, attend seminars and workshops, and request
personal coaching. If you view your book as the end product and put all your hopes on
the sales of that book you may be disappointed – but if you position it as one part of
your larger business, it can be a vital component of your larger success. Every product
you sell should promote and help sell another product or service you have. Your book
creates a sales funnel, leading to speaking, consulting, ebooks, audio products, and
workshops.

Here are some other book facts that should help you shape your writing focus:
Women buy 68% of all books purchased. Writing to the women buyers is a
reasonable approach.
Fifty-eight percent of the U.S. population never reads another book after high
school. That’s 58%. They get out of high school and they never read another
book.
Forty-two percent of college graduates never read another book. Eighty percent
of the United States families did not buy or read a book last year. Seventy
percent of US adults have not been in a bookstore in the last five years.
That last point is an interesting one. At 48 Days we sell books to a whole lot of
people who have never stepped foot in a bookstore. We can bypass the
bookstore because of electronic marketing at this point. That’s why I don’t
emphasize being in bookstores. If being in a bookstore is the only place you are,
recognize how many people are never going to see you.
Customers 55 and older account for more than 1/3 of all books purchased.
Here’s another interesting statistic. We know how popular movies are. We see
the money involved in movies and know that movies are a big dollar industry.
Last year, $9 billion was spent on movies. We assume everybody goes to movies
and yes, that’s true. However, although $9 billion was spent on movies, $25.6
billion was spent on books. The dollars spent on books is three times the dollars
spent on movies. You recognize that you can go to a movie for $8 and a book is
going to cost you $24, so there’s three times the cost to enjoy a great book.
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Is there still the potential there to make money? You’d better believe it. There are lots
and lots of opportunities to make money.

Before You Begin
I encourage you to approach your writing of a book as a business proposal. Too often
authors write a book like many artists paint a picture, just hoping that it will get noticed
or that someone will want to purchase it. I suggest that you are much more strategic
about the process of writing. You are about to invest a significant amount of time and
energy; thus, it’s reasonable to ask yourself these ten questions:
Does writing this book align with your purpose in life?
Will it be an expression of your passion?
What is the purpose of this book? Why do you feel compelled to write it?
Who are you writing this book for? What are the characteristics of a
person who will definitely want to read it?
Do you have the skills to turn this into a meaningful work?
Why are you so eager to use this form for getting your message out?
Has your message already been written? What is remarkable about your
additions to that message?
Can you create income by doing this? Passion and talent are fine but by
themselves do not necessarily generate income.
How does being an author fit into your overall business and career?
If you have a plan, what’s stopping you from starting now?

I'’m asked if I think the university stifles writers. My
opinion is that they don't stifle enough of them. There's
many a bestseller that could have been prevented by a good
teacher.” -Flannery O'Connor
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I’ve already stated that great books are not necessarily filled with perfect
sentence construction, syntax and grammar usage. Rather, they are filled with
engaging content that entertains or calls readers to action. Assuming you are already a
respected speaker or teacher, it’s easy to be far too egocentric when writing. We then
assume that people want to hear about us – that we have earned the right to have
people look into our lives. While there is a place for extraordinary personal stories,
most readers are listening to radio station WIIFM – What’s In It For Me. Your career as
an author is not about you – it’s about you being a messenger of ideas. You want to
become known for a brand – for a particular message. Don’t just attempt to be a good
writer.
!
Beginning authors are often convinced everyone wants to hear their story. And
they write a book that siblings, cousins, aunts and uncles will find fascinating. But few
people beyond that family of origin will be interested. Your stories must convey a
message to a larger audience to help you expand your book as a part of a real
business.

“What no wife of a writer ever
understands is that a writer is
working when he's staring out of
the window.” -Burton Rascoe

!
In the movie Finding Forrester, the
young apprentice, Jamal, is being
mentored by William (Sean Connery).
William tells Jamal, “You write the first draft
from your heart. You write the second draft
from your head.” That’s great advice.
Don’t try to write as a logical or head
process. Just write from your heart. In some sense, you should be able to see the
whole story in advance. The message is already there; it just needs to be written down.
Your writing should be a release of your passion – so just get it down as a first draft,
confident that the editing process will refine it and make it better.
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The larger message in this is that if you don’t have the passion for writing, don’t
try to make yourself do it. I find too many wanna-be authors who simply think they
should write a book or need a book to help position themselves in the business or
church world. Writing a book with that motivation is not likely to be an enjoyable or
profitable use of your time. Find other ways to accomplish your goals. With internet
radio, podcasts, joint ventures, etc you don’t need to force yourself into an arduous task.
In 2009 there were 764,000 self-published or “non-traditional” titles published. I
suspect that many of these were created by authors who were convinced they needed
to have a book to make themselves look successful – rather than it being a true
expression of their passion. Jim Milliot of Publishers Weekly says that selling 10,000
copies is good for traditionally published books. But these “self-published authors
typically move fewer than 100 copies.” And that level of sales does not translate into
success by any measure. Certainly many of these authors do not understand the role
of marketing in having a successful book, but I am confident that many also wrote their
books with the wrong motivation.
!
Writing a book can be a daunting experience. Crafting 50,000 – 70,000 words
may seem overwhelming when you sit down and look at that first blank page. Again, let
me say that you must believe that the story is already complete in your mind – you just
need to get it down on paper. If you simply want a book to enhance your speaking or
coaching career, you may want to consider hiring a ghostwriter or co-author. Most
books “written” by celebrities or high profile pastors are actually written by a ghostwriter.
Yes, this is a legitimate process of getting a book completed. In fact, probably 30-50%
of “best-sellers” are not written by the “author” shown on the front cover. The most
important thing is to have a great idea. Fees for having a book written range from about
$4000 to over $150,000 for the most respected writers.
You can check sites like CheapGhostwriters.com, Guru.com, RainbowWriting, or
RentAGhostWriter. A co-authored book will normally say Dan Miller and Mahatmas
Gandhi whereas one that was ghostwritten will say Richard Branson with Dan Miller.
!

Keep in mind you may also need a cover designer, layout and copy editor, and a publishing
partner. As you can see, creating the content is just one component of producing a successful
book.
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Good writing is something you learn to do. Like the scarcity of natural born brain
surgeons there are few natural born writers. Want to improve your writing as quickly as
possible? Want to write the next best-seller? Brian Tracy jokes that there are 3 keys to
writing a best-seller, and no one knows what they are. So here are the 4 best ways I
know to approach it.
Start with what you know and love
Don't try to just be a writer. Let the writing flow out of something that you are
passionate about.
That's where you get good writing. In my work as a career coach I talk about the
importance of finding the work you love. When you find the work you love, there's
a release in terms of the fulfillment, peace, and accomplishment that comes from
work that is a “fit.”
The same is true in writing. Writing about what you love and what you're already
passionate about is where you'll have authenticity. It will give you believability
with readers. Become an expert in that area.
Many people asked about that. "How do I become an expert in that area?" What
is an expert? Don't think that to be an expert you need to have a PhD in the
subject, or that you need to have ten years formal study in a particular area. So
few people are really readers that I tell people if you read three books on any one
topic, you’re an expert in that topic. That's really what it takes.
I'm not going to diminish the value of having a lot of knowledge about a particular
topic, but don't fret too long about deciding that you are an expert. If you decide
you are, you are. You are ready to go.
Take people who are popular writers, such as Dr. Phil. He is one of thousands of
psychologists and counselors across the country. He's very good, but is he the
absolute best? Is he the only one with knowledge or the techniques? Not at all.
He's just somebody who positioned himself to do the kind of things he's doing
now. He does writing, TV shows, and the other media exposure.
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The same thing would be true of David Bach. He’s had multiple titles on the New
York Times bestseller list at the same time. He has books like The Automatic
Millionaire, Smart Women Finish Rich, Start Late, Finish Rich and Couples Finish
Rich. His first book was Smart Women Finish Rich.
David Bach is just a financial guy who was working at one of the brokerage
houses. He learned his financial knowledge from his grandmother. She's the one
who took leadership in that family and taught him those principles.
He told the other guys in the male-dominated industry of the brokerage business,
"Look! We ought to be teaching women how to handle money. There are a lot of
women who really are interested in this." Everybody just pooh-poohed it and
said, "You're dreaming. This is a man's world, the world of money." He moved
ahead with his idea anyway, and for his first seminar, he had 231 women show
up.
It was a phenomenal success. He found his niche because he was willing to
spend time and teach women about money. Now he is obviously recognized as
an expert in that arena.
Other people, like Stephen Covey, have written a lot. He's an academic man.
He's a college teacher who writes out of the research he does, but has had a
tremendous success with Seven Habits of Highly Effective People.
There were some things that made his book successful, but it was not based on
the fact that Dr. Stephen Covey knows more about success principles than
anyone else in history.

“To me, the greatest pleasure of writing is not what it's about, but the
inner music the words make.” -Truman Capote
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Jack Canfield's book, The Success Principles, has a lot of what he has done in it.
He simply compiled the works of other people. There, he's just telling what they
believe and what they have done. It's other people's stories. Of course, his first
real claim to fame was the co-authoring he did with Mark Victor Hansen on
Chicken Soup for the Soul.
Again, you see how they did that book. They didn't really have to be experts on
anything. They compiled human interest stories and put it together. It became the
greatest series success in history, now surpassing 100,000,000 in sales. That’s a
lot!
Decide that you're going to be an expert. You know something of what you're
interested in, and that's what you want to write about.

The man who never reads will never be read; he who never quotes will never be
quoted. He who will not use the thoughts of other men’s brains proves he has no
brain of his own.” - Charles H. Spurgeon
Here is a critical question. “How do you know people will be interested in what
you have to say?” That's a really good question because it has to be true.
If you decide to build a better mousetrap or square, wooden wheels, you may do
an excellent job at that. The question is, "Does anybody really want it?" That's a
legitimate question in writing. There should be a sense people want to know what
it is you have to say.
If you’re going to write about something that has a very limited center of interest,
such as a family member or a grandpa you really admire, you need to be careful
with that. That may be something of interest to your immediate family, but it may
not go beyond that.
Tuesdays With Morrie was about an elderly man in his last days of life, going
through the death process with a student who met with him every Tuesday and
simply wrote that story. It seemed to strike a nerve with people because it had
such common principles. It was a tremendous success. That's a rarity.
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There are many books out there that are well done, but may not be interesting to
a lot of other people. What kind of writing can you market? That's going to be an
ongoing issue for you as an author.

Write every day.
Writing is like any skill – it improves only with practice. The more you write, the
better your chances of improvement. Have dedicated times for your writing –
don’t try to just cram it in “when it suits” or when you are all caught up on
everything else you need to do. Make it a priority.
Set aside regular time to write, not just when it suits or when you have
everything else completed. If you write just one page a day, in one year you
will have a book.
I encourage people to start with what I call "Zero-based Time Planning." You
have 168 hours in a week. This is one of the real road blocks people see with not
being able to write. "I don't have the time," they say.
Start with 168 hours. Simply deduct the time you commit to other things such as
work, sleep, eating, church, community, mom or dad. Figure out whatever those
things take and carve out of the remaining time, those precious minutes, for four
or five hours a week. You can accomplish a lot as a writer, but you have to do
that consistently.
This is one of those things that people seem
to throw in along with art or music. They
think you just wait for the inspiration to
come. If it comes and then it doesn't
reappear for six months, you don't write
anything.
That's a horrible way to approach writing.
You need to approach it confident that the
inspiration will come and assist you while
you're doing it. Don't just wait until it suits.
Otherwise, manuscripts don't get done.

“It took me fifteen years to
discover I had no talent for
writing, but I couldn't give it
up because by that time I
was too famous.” -Robert
Benchley
16
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I am my own harshest taskmaster. When I commit to a timeline to get a
manuscript finished, I really just put myself to the wheel.
Re-write.
Put your writing away for a day or two and come back to it. As I mentioned
already, write from the heart initially. Don’t try to correct it and make it perfect on
your first writing. Just get the first draft down. You’ll find ways to improve it when
you come back to it later.
If you need a safe, peaceful online place to write you can try QuietWrite.com.
This can provide a place outside of your work and busy home life to get your
thoughts down – a place where you can be alone with your words. It’s a free
online workspace where you can think, ponder, dream and focus, knowing the
only content is your growing book.
Read William Zinsser’s On Writing Well. It is the classic on writing nonfiction.
Read every day.
Good writers are readers first and foremost. Several years ago, while recovering
from a business disaster, I decided I would spend two hours a day reading or
listening to positive books. That practice had such a dramatic effect on not only
my personal confidence but also on the reservoirs from which to draw for my
increased writing. If you say you don’t have time to read – you’re kidding
yourself about wanting to be a better writer.
Start with a field you know; research it, read other authors and it will establish
you as an expert. Your own experience is likely the best place to look for a
convincing topic. I often encourage beginning writers to come up with a 20
minute live presentation on their chosen topic. Volunteer to present that
message to local civic groups. Organizations like Rotary, Kiwanis, Jaycees, and
thousands of others have weekly meetings and are always looking for interesting
topics. You will have the opportunity to refine your message and get the
feedback of your audience. This is a great form of market research for your
writing.
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You may be interested in self-publishing your work. But it’s still wise to know
what editors and publishers look for. They do have a long history of helping to sell
books. So even if you are a marketing whiz you will want to be familiar with all the ins
and outs of traditional publishing.
!
Editors see all kinds of writing – and reject 99% of what they review. Of course
they look for good grammar, good syntax, and good use of punctuation. They don’t like
stream of consciousness writing – where the author just wrote what came to mind.
Good writing has to be refined and polished. If you really want the standard for all
writing, familiarize yourself with the Chicago Manual of Style.

But ultimately editors are going to look for four things:
Great Content – this is a given. The message must be fresh and offer a new
perspective. There must be a market need and a “hook” to engage the reader.
While there must be a new element to your writing, NEVER tell the publisher
there is “nothing like this” that’s ever been done before. That will get you rejected
quickly.
Clear Premise – Do you have a clear premise? Have you identified a need and
proposed a solution? Have you stated that clearly in 2-3 sentences? A lengthy
or unclear premise will tell the publisher instantly that the manuscript will be
unclear as well. A book is a pre-packaged solution to a problem. Get used to
getting to the point quickly. Most writers and speakers spend far too much time
telling you what they are going to talk about.
Distribution – yes, this comes up very quickly. Where will you promote this book?
What qualifies you as the author to write this book?
19
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Marketing – this is expected to come primarily from the author. What is the
author’s name recognition? Without a marketing platform or audience, even
good writing may never be published.
!
No matter how wonderful your writing style and your knowledge of the content
presented, no one will know about that or be able to benefit from it unless you promote
and market your work. A few years ago I attended a writer’s conference with Mark
Victor Hansen. As you likely recognize, Mark is the co-author of the wildly successful
Chicken Soup for the Soul series. They have now sold over 100 million copies of
Chicken Soup. Mark said, “You want to have a successful book? Start with writing a
great book. Now you’re ten percent finished. Ninety percent of your success comes
from your ability to promote and market your book.” Yes, being an author is 10% writing
and 90% promotion. I’ve heard Robert Kiyosaki (Rich Dad, Poor Dad) joke about being
called a best-selling author. He points out what that is actually saying. No one has ever
called him a “best-writing author,” but yes, he is a “best-selling author.” You need to
understand the same principle.
!
Please believe that there are plenty of wonderful books out there that have never
become great sellers. Just as there are many talented singers who will never be the
next Carrie Underwood or Josh Groban, there are many talented writers who will never
make a penny from their writing. The average number of books sold when a major
publisher produces a book is about 7,000. With a typical royalty commission, the author
would make approximately $10,500. Recognizing that a book may represent 10 years
of your life story and research, this is not exactly the kind of income to put you on Easy
Street. I have created exceptional income for myself by using my writing to drive traffic
back to my website where a variety of products can be purchased. I have not sat by
quietly while hoping for a major publisher to make me rich.

“Words - so innocent and powerless as they are, as standing in a dictionary,
how potent for good and evil they become in the hands of one who knows how
to combine them.” -Nathaniel Hawthorne
20
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My books are business cards – they promote and expand my marketing exposure. I
see my books as an easy entry point for people to get to know me and my 48 Days
brand. They are not my final focus. The books draw people back to my websites where
they spend money on the things that create real income for me – workshops,
teleseminars, instructional manuals, audio recordings, ebooks and other products. Let
me be very clear here – the major income I have made as an author has not come
from the sale of my books, but from the other products the readers were
introduced to in those books.
!
!
Like any other business idea, writing requires organization and discipline. You
must approach it just as you would a lawn care business, making birdhouses, or
opening a restaurant. Don’t expect it to be a magical explosion of inspiration that
causes something wonderful to appear on your computer screen. No, I find that great
writers work at writing just like any other productive person. I set aside large blocks of
time for writing – whether I feel inspired or not. For over ten years now I have been
writing a weekly newsletter on career issues. I also write daily blog posts. I don’t always
feel “inspired” on Monday morning – but that’s a time I have blocked out on my
schedule for creating much of that content. My experience is that the inspiration often
comes after I have been working for an hour or two. Fiction writer Sue Grafton says
“Writing has to come first.”
!
I should also add that I keep notes continuously. I keep note pads everywhere –
on the treadmill, next to my bed, on the refrigerator and in my car. Anytime I have a
thought about something that would add to my writing, I make a note. I also use the
Voice Memo on my iPhone several times a day. If I’m at lunch, driving to an
appointment or playing with my grandkids, I can quickly do a 5 second reminder of
something I want to research or include in my daily writing. Lots of people lose their
best ideas because they just hope they’ll remember them when they sit down for a time
of writing. Get used to capturing every useful idea that enters your mind.
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Here is a sample book proposal form. You will need to be able to answer all these
questions thoroughly. Practice by completing it before you are asked for it.
Here is an article by Michael Hyatt, former CEO of Thomas Nelson Writing a Winning Book
Proposal --

BOOK PROJECT APPRAISAL FORM
DIRECTIONS: Please complete the questions below. Take as much space as you need
to be thorough in your answers…but remember, “brief is better”.

Title: !
!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

Author: !

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Address:!
!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

Phone Numbers:
Office:!
Cell:! !
Home:!
e-mail:!

!
!
!
!
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Summary Descriptions: (What’s this book about?)
The Premise:

The Unique Selling Proposition:

Overview:

Market: (Describe the reader/Who would buy this book?)

Possible Endorsements: (List prominent people you could get to write an
endorsement.)

Benefit to the Reader: (How will this help the reader.)
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Market Research: (Identify any research you have done that leads you to believe
this product would sell well.)

Marketing Strategies: (How would you be able to help market, promote and sell
this product?)
Website:
Articles in magazines:
Media Opportunities
Speaking
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Competitive Analysis: (List any similar products or the market you think may
compete with
this project.)
Don’t think you are writing about something that’s never been said before. Do
the research to show other books on the same topic. Then just identify how
your book adds to that conversation.

Retail Price: (What do you think this project ought to sell for?
Author Purchases: (How many copies do you anticipate ordering in the first
year?)

Manuscript Status:
(Is this product already written? If so please send a sample chapter)
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Author Bio: (Tell us about yourself.)
Special Treatment: (List any thought you have on the format of this book such as:
Hard/Paper back, Special page design, Illustrations, Photo Inserts, Charts, Selftests, Art, etc.)

Notes
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!
The most frequently heard excuse for not writing is lack of time. Of course that’s
the same excuse used for not doing a lot of worthwhile things. If you struggle with this, I
would encourage you to do what I call zero-based planning. Start with the 168 hours
we each have in a week. Begin subtracting time required for a productive week. If you
need to sleep 8 hours each night that would bring you down to 112 hours. Then
subtract your present working time, travel to work, time for meals, time committed for
family, church and community, etc. Decide in advance how you are going to invest that
time each week.
!
People frequently ask me how I create so much written content. But then when I
ask a little about their daily schedule we realize while they are watching old Seinfeld
reruns, sports events and 3 hours of CNN, I’m spending that same time writing. I just
rank it as more important – which is the core issue. We all have those same 168 hours
and get to decide what we consider important. For many years I wrote while having full
time work commitments before having the time freedom to devote the major part of my
week to writing.
!
Most writing projects gather momentum once you actually get started. An outline
will help you see the next step. Then just begin. I try to spend at least two hours at a
time to get the full benefit of creative thinking. Allow yourself a break after two hours –
go for a brisk walk, take a shower or fill the bird feeders. The diversion will help clarify
your thinking.

“Don't say you don't have enough time. You have exactly the same number of hours per day that were
given to Helen Keller, Pasteur, Michaelangelo, Mother Teresa, Leonardo da Vinci, Thomas Jefferson,
and Albert Einstein.” H. Jackson Brown, Jr.
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!
Be intentional about your writing. See it as a real business. Complete a
business plan just as if you were going to open a restaurant, bowling alley or beauty
salon.

Too often authors see their writing as a hopeful hobby, much like many artists or musicians. They just
“hope” that the unfocused effort they are putting forth will somehow be discovered or magically take off
on its own.

So the sequence of becoming a successful, income producing writer is:
Have a focused topic area. Become an “expert” at something. It can be growing
dandelions, quilting, or the economy, but find your area of expertise – find your
“voice.” Write from the same passion that makes your heart sing.
Write short articles and submit them to local newspapers, magazines and trade
publications. I have a friend who writes nothing but medical articles – and she is
contracted to write two articles monthly at $1500 each.
If you want to write a book you will need to write a proposal first. Whether you
self-publish or submit your idea to a major publisher, you need a proposal outline
to organize your topic and presentation. (I have included a proposal outline at
the beginning of this chapter.) If you are going to contact major publishers, you
will definitely need a proposal – not the entire manuscript. Once a contract is
secured, the publisher will want to guide the writing process. You will receive a
royalty of 6% to 10% of the wholesale price of your book from a publisher. So if a
book sells for $12.95, you will receive approximately $.50.
Be prepared to SELL your writing. In talking with many, many people who want
to write I have observed this: It seems everyone wants to write a book. Some
have the ability, a few have the drive, and a very small percentage ever create an
actual plan for writing. They seem to think that it will somehow just happen.
Well, Publisher’s Clearing House might knock on your door too but I wouldn’t
count on it.
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Recognize that you are in business.
!
This is one of those things that really turns a corner if you're serious about
wanting to generate income from your writing. A lot of people never get past seeing
writing as a just a hobby.
!
There are many people who paint a little, or do a little gardening. They sing now
and then with no intentions of doing anything but having a hobby. That's fine.
!
If you really want to get paid for your writing, don't expect it to just sneak up on
you and all of a sudden, you're rich and famous.
!
No, you have to approach this just like you would in any other business. Don't
just see yourself as an author in the same way that you might see somebody who has
another kind of hobby. You need to see yourself as a businessperson with a product to
sell.
!
I have a quotation here from Jay Conrad Levinson, the creator of the term
"guerrilla marketing." You hear that a lot. I refer to it a lot. His first book on guerrilla
marketing was on how you do marketing for a business idea when you can't spend a lot
of money.
!
For example, if you sell gas grills and donate one to the Boy’s Club in your town,
it's a newsworthy item. It gets you a whole lot of news coverage. That’s guerrilla
marketing.
!
I've used his principles for many years very successfully to get a lot of promotion
for things I'm doing, in ways that don't cost any money.
!
Mr. Levinson said, "Some people asked me how much I made from my first book.
The answer I gave was $10 million. The book itself only paid $35,000 in royalties but the
speaking engagements, spin-off books, newsletters, columns, boot camps, consulting,
and wide open doors resulted in the remaining $9,965,000."
!
That's a great way to look at it and really see that a book is a component of a
business. Your book is just one method of delivering your unique message.
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!
When you hear names you recognize as authors, that invariably is true. They're
doing other things. They’ve created a marketing platform.
!
What do you bring to the table as a platform to promote and sell your own book?
It's not a matter of just being lucky enough to find the right publisher, then sitting back
and waiting on the royalty checks. It doesn't happen that way.

“I love writing. I love the swirl and swing of words as
they tangle with human emotions.” -James Michener

Notes
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Here are some methods I have used to enjoy the process of writing and to
generate income as a result.
For 10 years I taught a Sunday School class on the topic of Career/Life Planning.
I developed the curriculum as I heard the life stories from the class participants.
That curriculum became the basic outline for the 48 Days To The Work You
Love workbook and CD set. The first edition of that workbook included one
cassette tape that I had recorded in a friend’s hallway. We recorded it directly to
a final master – no edits, no retakes. It was very rough – but I then had a
workbook and audio product. No publisher would have considered it – but
people began to buy it in droves.
I then began offering a free weekly community seminar called CareerLink on
Monday evenings. I presented eight modules and just rotated through those
topics. People could come for one or attend all eight. Each week, my wife
Joanne and I would have the workbooks and tapes available for anyone who
wished to purchase them. And lots of people did.
With the success of 48 Days To The Work You Love, I then created a similar
product called 48 Days To Creative Income, for those who wanted to turn ideas
into income rather than getting another “job.” Both of those products then
consisted of a three-ring binder with two CDs included. No sophisticated binding,
no big printing costs or advance commitments. We showed a “normal retail
price” of $49 but offered them for $39 each on our website. People told their
friends and helped us sell somewhere between 50-60,000 copies. Rather than
receiving a publisher’s royalty of $.50 each, we were netting approximately
$32.00 on each unit sold. You can do the math.
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To drive additional traffic to the website and those purchases, I started offering a
free weekly electronic newsletter. I began with 67 email addresses in August of
2000. With no traditional advertising – but relying on viral marketing (people
telling their friends) that newsletter now goes out to over 85,000 people each
week. Yes, the newsletter is free, but the positioning assures continued sales of
whatever products I have now or create in the future. (Free registration at www.
48Days.com/enews)
Over the years I have written many articles for various magazines. Some I just
submitted and many were requested of me as an “expert”* in the career area.
Some provided a small compensation to me but most did not. What I really look
for is the link at the end of the article to my website. I will write for any magazine
for free as long as they agree to run my byline: For free articles and reports go
to: www.48Days.com. I would encourage you to write on your area of expertise
– so it can be used in many, many forms – not just as a traditional book. Write
articles and blogs, comment on websites that deal with your content and then
develop longer forms over a period of time.
(We are told that you can be an expert on any topic if you read
three books on that subject. How difficult is that? If you read
just 10 minutes a day, you will read an average book a month.
Could you change your success in any area if you read 12
books a year? Absolutely!)

“Write without pay until somebody offers to pay.” William Blake

The best resource for knowing how and where to submit your articles is: Writer’s Market
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Here is an overview of a few of my article placements.
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For several years I had a contract with a major Christian publishing house to
write content for their Sunday School guides. They paid me a small amount to
write the articles and each article ended with my photo and byline. Then they
were kind enough to send that out to approximately 400,000 faithful Sunday
School participants. Guess what happened when they were gently drawn back
to our website? Yes, they purchased thousands of dollars worth of my products.
Guess where I made the most money – for writing the article or on the back-end
products?
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With those things in place, THEN I became an attractive target for the major
publishers. After selling my own workbooks and materials for years, I did sign on
with a major Christian book publisher. An author with a built-in audience is just
what today’s publishers are looking for. Yes, there is an instant credibility surge
that comes with a big publisher. The deal also made sense for B&H Publishing,
the publishing arm of Nashville-based Lifeway Christian Resources. B&H’s
marketing efforts had a running start with my already established base of
readers. “In an area like business books or self-help, it really does help for an
author already to have inroads into the audience, so that by our publishing the
book we can expand that audience,” said David Shepherd, senior vice president
and publisher of B&H. And from a recent Nashville newspaper article about me
-- “In today’s highly competitive book market, authors need more than a
willingness to participate in the promotion of their book; they need the ability to
drive some of that promotion,” said Brian Hampton, vice president and associate
publisher of Nelson Books. “For all of these reasons, when authors have a
platform of some sort, it is very attractive to publishers.”

My first contract was for a hardback version of 48 Days to the Work You Love –
an expanded edition of the workbook. The second traditional book was Rudder
of the Day – a 90 segment meditation guide drawn from 90 vignettes I had
already used in my free weekly newsletter. So the content was already pretty
much written – I just put them together in a consistent format, added scripture
references and a daily application. I received a contract on this book but elected
to publish it ourselves (which I explain a little later). In addition we began turning
out lots of audio CD content from seminars and teleclasses. We found ready
buyers for these products in the customers who had purchased 48 Days to the
Work You Love.
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The success of 48 Days to the Work You Love then opened the door for bigger
and better options. While I continued to create new audio and print products
monthly, I also prepared my next book proposal. I did engage an agent (who
does not work with first time authors) and he sent that proposal out to several
publishers at the same time, giving them a two-week opportunity to bid on No
More Dreaded Mondays. That created an interesting bidding war and led to an
advance that was 15 times the advance I had received for 48 Days to the Work
You Love. That’s how quickly your success can build with a good first book. And
yes, it’s very common for an author to start with a small publisher and then if
that’s successful a bigger publisher will offer more money and take over.

“The writer writes in order to teach himself, to understand himself, to satisfy himself; the
publishing of his ideas, though it brings gratification, is a curious anticlimax.” -Alfred Kazin, Think
!
You can see how I started with no interest from any publisher but just began
offering what I knew about. I didn’t contact publishers, agents or bookstores. I simply
provided materials people were asking for and did it in the simplest ways available. An
author who wishes to get into print has many choices. You can use some of the
methods that have been successful for me; you can approach a large New York general
publisher or a smaller niche publisher. You can work with an agent, promote yourself or
publish yourself. The best source for agent names, how to submit to major publications
and for over 4,000 places to sell what you write, pick up the newest version of Writers
Market (http://www.amazon.com/2011-Writers-Market-Robert-Brewer/dp/1582979480/
ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1299799379&sr=1-1) by Robert Lee Brewer. It’s
updated every year and is a resource I have used extensively.
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Here are some additional resources for getting started:
Finding paying writing opportunities: WritersWrite: This is a pretty
comprehensive site showing paying and nonpaying opportunities for your writing.
http://www.writerswrite.com/paying/
Writers Digest: the premier magazine and website for contests, tips and
encouragement: http://www.writersdigest.com/
Writing for Dollars: Another site to help you find income from your writing: http://
www.writingfordollars.com
Dan Poynter’s Self-Publishing Material: Dan is one of the long-time most
respected experts in the field of self-publishing. This massive website has useful
information on planning, writing, cover design, typesetting and much more. http://
parapublishing.com/sites/para/
Long Ridge Writers Group: Find out how you can create the type of manuscripts
editors are buying right now. Learn one-on-one from your own personal
instructor. You can take a Free special writer's aptitude test, too. Follow this link
for more details: http://www.breakintoprint.com/s4364
Do you dream of living the "Writer's Life?" Subscribe to Writing Etc., the FREE emag for writers (and aspiring writers). Writing Etc. will make your writing sparkle,
help you write killer articles, and get you on the road to making a living as a writer
- fast. Receive the e-booklet "Power Queries" when you subscribe. http://
filbertpublishing.com/
Well-Fed Writer – Here’s a site and a book promoting “Financial Self-Sufficiency
as a FreeLance writer in Six Months or less.” Lots of interesting and helpful
information. http://www.wellfedwriter.com/
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Here are a couple of writing courses. Yes, there is a fee but they do seem to
really help people get over the initial hump of getting started.
Steve Manning’s Write a Book Now: How to Write A Book On Anything in 14
Days or Less... Guaranteed! --An Expert's Step-by-Step Guide http://
www.writeabooknow.com/main.html
Institute of Children’s Literature: For more than 32 years, the Institute of
Children’s Literature has offered the premiere writing course to adults interested
in learning how to write and be published for children and teens. http://
www.writingforchildren.com/F3379/

More and more readers and clients are actually doing what I have been
suggesting about writing and publishing their own books. Here are seven
people who have recently sent me copies of their own well-done book projects.
Prodigal Song – Jim Robinson. An excellent personal story through alcoholism,
addiction to the way back home to success, fulfillment and health. http://
www.prodigalsong.com
Faith-Based Millionaire – Jay Peroni. How to unlock wealth by placing principles
before profits. http://jayperoni.com/
25 Notes for the Successful Musician – Chad Jeffers. The Ultimate Guide to
Making it in the Music Industry. http://www.chadjeffers.com/25-notes/
An All Knight Adventure – Erin Casey. A little boy discovers that to get back
home, he’ll have to face his fears and fight a fire-breathing dragon. http://
zanyzia.com/
Submission is Not Silence – Elisabeth Julin. Boldness from a quiet spirit. http://
submissionisnotsilence.com/ And here’s a beautiful trailer her publisher created
for this book: Elisabeth Julin – Submission is Not Silence
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jUJgSaF_5s
Selling: The Profession – David J. Lill. Focusing on Building Relationships.
http://sellingtheprofession.com/
The Inside Out Youth Worker – Kent Julian. Discovering the ArtWork of Making
Disciples http://liveitforward.com/
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!
A literary agent is someone who represents your work to the publishers. It’s no
secret that any recognizable publisher is receiving hundreds of unsolicited manuscripts
every week. With the limited number that they will actually publish, the chances of your
manuscript being seriously reviewed are pretty non-existent. A successful literary agent
is someone who has been in the publishing industry for many years and should have a
significant list of personal contacts there. They will have access to acquisitions editors
at the major publishing houses and have open doors for pitching book proposals that
you could never get.
!
Many publishing houses have a policy of not reviewing any “un-agented”
material. This policy helps them screen through the thousands of manuscripts out there
and to hopefully only be shown material that is of the quality and focus that the
publisher would consider. Obviously, an agent wants to have the reputation of only
bringing manuscripts that they are already excited about and believe would make a
successful book. An agent will help you through the whole publishing process – crafting
a compelling proposal, getting it reviewed by several top publishers, and negotiating a
great contract.
!
Like publishers, good agents receive piles of unsolicited manuscripts each week.
You will need a more personal connection than just sending them your manuscript. You
want an agent that you like, someone you connect with personally and who is excited
about your writing. Just so you know, most of the great agents receive about 4000
submissions a year. Of those they pitch about 400 to publishers and get about 40
published. Thus, roughly 1% make it through the maze to a publisher.
!
If you call your agent five times a day and expect a one-week success story, it
won’t be a happy relationship. Your agent likely has multiple projects at any given time
and will be annoyed by such behavior. On the other hand, if you call your agent and
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then don’t get a return call for a week, that’s a red flag that this relationship is not
working well.
!
Find an agent whose work you are familiar with. Go to your local bookstore and
browse through books similar in content to what you are writing. Almost always, in the
acknowledgments section you will find the agent’s name. It’s just a common courtesy
for the author to acknowledge the help received by a great agent. Jot down the names
of the agents you see referenced repeatedly. Look the agent up in the
LiteraryMarketPlace (http://literarymarketplace.com/lmp/us/index_us.asp) and just
Google their name. When you send a query letter, make sure to mention the books in
which you saw him or her mentioned and explain why you think your book is a good
match for his/her area of expertise. When you receive a positive response from a
literary agent, immediately send them your proposal or manuscript.
!
HOWEVER – keep in mind that agents have a very clear business model. The
best deal for them is to negotiate a fat advance for you from the publisher. Typically
they will get 15% of that advance and all the subsequent royalties. So you may drool
when you hear about the big advances for a Joel Osteen or Bill Clinton books. But
there is also a downside to that model. It can actually work against you. If your agent is
“successful” in getting you an advance and the book doesn’t sell through projections,
you will damage or destroy your chances of ever working with that publisher again. Yes,
you got your cut and your agent got her slice, but you don’t want to leave that collateral
damage behind you.

Just be clear in understanding -- An advance is a short-term loan.
!
Here’s an example: let’s say you got a $30,000 advance. Your agent gets
$4,500 and you get $25,500 to deliver the manuscript. Incidentally, normally you would
get one half upon signing the contract and the other half when the manuscript is
delivered – on time. And let’s say your royalty rate is 18% of what the publisher makes
(normally around 55% of the retail price). The specifics of each deal will vary but we
can use these for sake of an example. If the book retails for $15.00, the publisher will
then get $8.25 so your royalty would be roughly $1.50. To recapture the “advance”
there would have to be 20,000 books sold. Anything less than that would represent a
poor business decision on the part of the publisher. And yes, that happens very
frequently. While 10,000 copies of any book is a pretty good success, in this case it
would not be a positive financial result for the publisher.
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!
Recognizing that the advance is simply a short-term loan, then why don’t you as
the author simply agree to a lesser advance or none at all? If you are confident you
have a winning book, you are going to get all that is due you eventually anyway and you
don’t risk damaging your relationship with the publisher. But you can see quickly that
this is not an attractive proposition for the agent. To do all the work on the front end with
no compensation is not very appealing. Thus agents work hard to get that big advance
– even if it turns out to be a poor decision for the publisher.
!
Yes, you can make a case for believing that the publisher will be more committed
to your success if they have “skin in the game.” But what you really want from the
publisher is a concrete marketing plan. Knowing what they plan to do to help you
market the book, getting you on interviews, reviewed in magazines, and other creative
exposure is more important than just extracting a big advance.
Jerrold Jenkins of the Jenkins Group says that 70% of the books published do not make
a profit. Seventy five percent of books published by major publishers never recapture
the advance that they gave the author. That’s why it’s tough to get an advance from a
publisher because they have been burned so many times where they never even
recover that advance they gave.
!
Most advances are between $1,500 and $7,500. So don’t be too concerned. An
advance is just that. Ultimately, you want a book that sells a lot. It doesn’t matter if you
got zero as an advance. If it sells 100,000 copies, you’re going to be in really great
shape. An advance doesn’t really mean a whole lot but publishers are reluctant to give
advances because so often they never recapture it.
!
Today there are many big name authors who get no advance – it’s not important.
They know their books will sell and at the end of the day the money they get is exactly
the same as if they had negotiated for a big advance. You should have the same
confidence.
!
As you know clearly by now, the publishing game is changing dramatically. The
role of an agent has been diminished greatly – you may chose not to use one. I had a
big name agent representing my work. But when I starting suggesting no advance, and
books that would be delivered electronically and perhaps spread as free copies initially,
the agent became very uncomfortable. I sent a certified letter terminating our exclusive
agreement. I want to be able to be a player in this new and exciting publishing world.
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!

Literary agents who represent Christian authors
Michael Hyatt of Thomas Nelson Publishers has a great list of Agents who
represent Christian authors.
http://michaelhyatt.com/2007/11/literary-agents-who-represent-christian-authors.html
Another very successful Christian author, Stephen Mansfield’s Literary Group –
provides coaching for authors and the agenting of their material.
http://www.chartwellliterary.com/
!
WritersNet has an easy search feature for finding an agent that matches your
work by topic. http://www.writers.net/agents.html
Everyone Who’s Anyone (http://everyonewhosanyone.com/index.html) is a funny
site with lots of very useful information about literary agents and publishers.
Gerard Jones communicates with hundreds of literary agents and just shows that
communication to everyone.

Notes
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!
As you know by now, publishing is an exciting but challenging business. A high
percentage of published books never break even for the major publishers. With their
investment of acquisition editors, copy editors, graphic designers, marketing people,
print and shipping costs, they just never get back to zero. If you work with a publisher,
be realistic about the business model they use.
!
I think it’s wise to explore multiple options with any business proposition. As in
getting a job, I think it’s shortsighted to only look at getting a traditional 8-5 job with a
guaranteed paycheck and medical benefits. That’s only one diminishing model in the
new world of work, and yet many people blindly look for that, ignoring the explosion of
opportunities for consultants, contingency workers, independent contractors, temps,
entrepreneurs, and electronic immigrants.
!
In the same way, I think it’s wise to consider working with a traditional publisher,
but with the knowledge in advance that there are many other options. So rather than
beating your head against the wall while you are getting rejections or no response, you
should also be exploring your other options.
!
You may ask: “If I choose to use a publisher, what is the best way to go about
finding one that will consider a first time writer and at what point in the process should
they be contacted?”
!
This is one of those chicken and the egg things. Will a publisher consider a first
time writer? It’s really difficult. It’s tough to look at it in that way. It’s like a kid that goes
out looking for a job and everybody tells him we want somebody with experience. He
says, “How do I get experience if nobody will hire me?”
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!
We have the same quandary here but with writing, you don’t have to wait. If you
hear again and again and again from publishers, “We don’t take first time authors,” then
publish something yourself. Get something out there, if it’s a workbook or a how-to.
Start to create a buzz. Start to position yourself as an expert.
!
It takes 60 seconds to get to a “No” from a publisher. They get thousands of
manuscripts and are used to scanning very quickly, if at all. It takes 6-8 weeks to get to
a “Yes” from a publisher. So not hearing quickly can actually work to your favor.
!
A standard book is 6”x9” – 300 words per page. From 56,000 to 100,000 words.
The traditional book is 240 pages, 72,000 words. A chapter is normally 4000-6000
words. Write like you are writing to ONE person – not everyone. It needs to be
personal and intimate.

Here’s a short blog from innovator marketer and publisher Seth Godin:
The one who isn't easily replaced
The law of the internet is simple: either you do something I can't do myself (or get from
someone else), or I pay you less than you'd like.
Why else would it be any other way?
Twenty years ago, self-publishing a record was difficult and expensive. A big label could
get you shelf space at Tower easily, you couldn't. A big label could pay for a recording
session with available capital, but it was difficult for you to find the money or take the
risk. A big label could reach the dozens of music reviewers, and do it with credibility.
Hard for you to do that yourself.
Now?
Now when someone comes to a successful musician and says, "we'll take 90% and
you do all the work," they're opening the door to an uncomfortable conversation. The
label has no assets, just desire. That's great, but that's exactly what the musician has,
and giving up so much pie (and control over his destiny) hardly seems like a fair trade.
Multiply this by a thousand industries and a billion freelancers and you come to one
inescapable confusion: be better, be different or be cheaper. And the last is no fun.
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Publishing today may be little more than glorified printing. Everything in an author’s
contract is negotiable. As an example, I negotiate very rigorous author buy-back
agreements in my contracts. Whereas most authors get a 50% off retail option for
purchasing their own books, I have negotiated for as much as 93% off, where I paid
printing cost plus 15%.

Here are some questions to help you prepare to approach a publisher:
Do you have an exciting, fresh topic? Something that adds a unique new
approach to what is already available?
Do you have contacts in the publishing world? Can you get your manuscript to
someone who will read it? (Remember, any editor at a publishing house is
getting thousands of unsolicited manuscripts every week. Just sending yours will
guarantee its entry into the trash can.)
Do you have a literary agent who can help you get access?
Have you identified the publishers that would be the best match for your content
and audience? (Use Writer’s Market to select 30-40 possibilities) http://
www.amazon.com/2011-Writers-Market-Robert-Brewer/dp/1582979480/
ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1299799379&sr=1-1
Do you have a platform for selling your own book? And here’s the Catch 22 – if
you don’t have a marketing platform it will be very difficult to be appealing to a
major publisher – regardless of the quality of your book. And if you do have an
audience already who will eagerly purchase your book, why do you really need a
publisher?
!
The goal is to have the best of both worlds – you have an audience and you have
the attention of a publisher. Then you can evaluate any offer and make the decision
that is best for you.
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The common perception is that getting a “publishing deal” is the magic ticket.
And that with a publishing contract your work is over. Nothing is farther from the truth.
The publisher is your “customer.” Just think about the reality of this – they pay you
money for your product; thus, they are in fact your customer. You must treat them as
such – find ways to help them, compliment them and thank them. Too often authors
think they should be the ones being complimented and thanked. That may happen as
in all great relationships, but it’s inaccurate thinking to expect them to thank you and to
be at your beck and call. You will need to take the initiative and continue to do so
throughout your relationship.

Are there advantages to having a publisher - absolutely!
A major publisher can offer professional help in every step of the process
Major Editing – making sure the big ideas flow well
Copy Edition – making sure punctuation, spelling, grammar, page numbers,
headings and repetitions are correct
While these services are provided by the publisher, they are typically done
outside the publisher; meaning the publisher has free-lance professionals
available to provide these services.
A major publisher has a history in the industry and can call on relationships that
may explode the success of your book
A publisher generally has systems in place for distribution of your book that you
could not duplicate. As the author of a single book you cannot get into Barnes &
Noble, WalMart and Costco. (My publisher with 48 Days to the Work You Love
negotiated a special packaging deal with Costco where their initial order was
60,00 copies. That’s tough to do as an individual author.)
A publisher takes on a very big risk financially in order to publish your book. To
self-publish your book with an initial print run of 5,000 hardbacks would cost you
somewhere between $20,000 and $50,000 – depending on the quality of the final
product. In working with a publisher, instead of spending this on your own, the
publisher invests all these costs and more – maybe even giving you an advance
on sales.
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Yes, there is still a certain amount of credibility and legitimacy that comes from
being “published” by a major player. It’s like a stamp of approval that a real
company thinks your book has merit.

Just keep in mind what getting a book “published” means. Here’s how the
dictionary defines the word “publish” -- –verb (used with object)
to issue (printed or otherwise reproduced textual or graphic
material, computer software, etc.) for sale or distribution to the public.
!
The publisher’s role is to produce, print or “publish” your book. It’s up to you as
the author to sell it. If you think the publisher is going to take responsibility for selling
your book, you will be very disappointed. That’s why most serious authors hire their
own publicists for promoting the book.

Yes, your publisher will do a great job of getting your book into a quality manuscript
and of printing them with quality. But it’s your job to create a plan for promoting
and marketing the book.
Interviews, print reviews, discussion groups, accompanying curriculum for study,
speaking and many other things you may select will drive sales of your book. It’s easy
to identify the authors of best-selling books. They have large audiences or are doing
constant interviews to keep sales going. Books don’t sell themselves. The old adage
was “Build a better mousetrap and people will beat a path to your door.” That’s not true
today – 10,000 better mousetraps can collect dust in your garage – so can 10,000
copies of a really great book. Having a book on a shelf in a major bookstore doesn’t sell
books. Your task is to figure out how to get someone to walk in that bookstore
and ask for your book. You should be able to identify at least 1 million potential
readers of your book.
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As a last note here it may be interesting to note that publishers like to come up with the
title used on a book. In fact, only about 20% of the titles submitted by the author are
kept as the final title when published by a traditional publishing house. After many best
selling books, Brian Tracy submitted his manuscript for Double Your Productivity. That
title was rejected and a phrase was pulled out of an interior chapter. That phrase – Eat
That Frog! 21 Ways to Stop Procrastinating went on to sell over a million copies.

“Writers are just people who have a whole lot on the inside that they need to get
to the outside, with pen and paper as their preferred method of transport. Same
!

with dancers, artists, and singers - all the same urges with differing transportation.”
~Graycie Harmon

Notes
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Self-publishing used to mean paying thousands of dollars and ordering
thousands of copies up front, but today’s online companies make it much easier. You
can use print-on-demand technology and have books printed as they are sold. Startup
costs average as low as $500 - $1,000 and people can still purchase your books from
any major online bookstore, including Amazon.com. Here are some good sources to
get going. Incidentally these are legitimate companies that really do work with wellknown authors on their projects:
Create Space - This is a division of Amazon for Authors, Musicians and
Filmmakers. Your work will instantly be on Amazon, with physical books, ebooks
and Kindle versions available if you wish. A pretty appealing package.
https://www.createspace.com/
Lightning Source – a division of Ingram Publishing
http:/www.lightningsource.com/
Author Solutions - Author Solutions is really the company producing the books for
many other imprints. Thomas Nelson’s Westbow Press and B&H Publishing’s
Cross Books provide front end packages to help self-publishing authors but then
use Author Solutions for the actual publishing. The same service is provided for
Hay House authors. http://www.authorsolutions.com/authorservices.aspx
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From the Author Solutions website:
!

If an Author Needs It, We Deliver It
Through our AuthorHouse, iUniverse, Trafford
Publishing, Wordclay and Xlibris brands, we've helped more than 85,000
authors self-publish nearly 120,000 titles over the past 13 years. That
includes titles in a variety of genres and formats. If it involves working with
authors to deliver the services they need to be successful; we've been there,
doing that.
Author Solutions has recently launched AuthorHive, an integrated author
marketing services and promotion company created to provide ALL authors -self-published or traditionally published -- with a one-stop resource that brings
together all the essentials of successful book marketing. Professional
marketing consultants work with authors to design integrated book
promotional campaigns to fit each author's individual budget and goals.
Authors choose from a rich array of publicity, multimedia, online, and event
products and services. The site says: “We've removed the barriers to
publishing your book, and now made marketing your book easier and more
affordable!”
Instant Publisher

www.Instantpublisher.com

Tate Publishing http://www.tatepublishing.com
Lulu

http://www.lulu.com/
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Xulon Press - Claims to be the largest print-on-demand self-publisher of Christian
books. Xulon Press, a subsidiary of Salem Communications, is the world's
largest Christian self publishing company of print-on-demand Christian books.
For one low price, we can publish, distribute, and market your book for you. We
utilize lightning-fast print-on-demand digital technology to publish your book.
Then we get your Christian book into the hands of readers through our reliable
network of 25,000 bookstores, plus online at Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble.
In less than 90 days, your Christian book will reach a readership of thousands,
making you a leading author in the field of Christian self publishing! And with our
100% royalty rate paid to authors for all bookstore sales, you keep most of your
hard-earned money! http://www.xulonpress.com/
You may want to just get your book into an ebook format – and still get it out to all
the major distributors (Amazon, iBookstore, Barnes & Noble, Reader Store, etc.).
You can check out eBookIt.com – an online service for authors and publishers
that provides formatting and conversion of books to e-books, and even full
distribution (optional) of your converted e-books to all the major e-book retailers.
(http://www.eBookIt.com).
One of our 48Days.net members is Erica Cosminsky from Murfreesboro, TN.
She owns the Small Business Transcriptionist and has written a book titled The
Invisible Office. She and her team can take your audio content and turn it into a
professionally edited and formatted ebook. How cool is that? If you want your
sermons, speeches, or teleseminars captured for repurposed content, get in
touch with Erica.
You can have a company print and distribute your book, and fulfill the ongoing
orders. Check out companies like The BookMasters Group. Located in Ashland,
Ohio they have one of the most comprehensive menu of integrated services
available in the publishing industry. http://www.bookmasters.com/ Typically a
service like this will charge a flat fee for processing orders and a pallet charge for
books in inventory.
!
As you already know, the publishing industry has been hammered by change
these last few years. People can get information quickly – thus, many books are out of
date before they are printed. Guess what else? We don’t have to set the metal type
plates to print – the printing process has become automated and extremely easy.
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!
Anyone can “print” a book tonight. With print-on-demand (POD) no one has to
risk printing 10,000 copies and then hope they sell. Companies like Lightning Source
can have zero copies of a book in stock. If an order comes in today for 3 copies they
will print those 3 copies tonight and send them out tomorrow. Big publishers no longer
have the control of the industry that they once did. Small, entrepreneurial publishing
companies have sprung up across the globe. Here at 48 Days we have created our
own publishing brand – Vitology Press – to handle most of our new products. We
evaluate every new project in multiple ways, and then decide which publishing process
to use for that project.
Here’s what author Seth Godin had to say about the publishing industry in an interview
shortly after he launched his own imprint, The Domino Project.
http://www.thedominoproject.com/

Here are two great books on self-publishing:
Publish to Win: Smart Strategies to Sell More Books – Jerrold R. Jenkins (http://
www.amazon.com/Publish-Win-Smart-Strategies-Books/dp/0964940124/
ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1300807906&sr=8-1_)
Dan Poynter's Self-Publishing Manual, Volume 2: How to Write, Print and Sell
Your Own Book (http://www.amazon.com/Dan-Poynters-Self-PublishingManual-Write/dp/1568601468/ref=sr_1_2?
s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1300807997&sr=1-2)
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Why Godin snubs best-seller list
http://www.montrealgazette.com/news/Godin+snubs+best+seller+list/4363479/
story.html#ixzz1FMoQhiUS

"I was aware that I was being a hypocrite," said Godin. "I think the publishing
industry is killing itself. They embrace scarcity instead of abundance. They
make it hard to find their product, buy their product and share their product.
It costs too much given the alternatives - most of which are free - and it
takes too long to reach the marketplace. On top of that, the publishing
industry thinks that the customer is the buyer at the big chain retailer and not
the reader. I can say all of that, but if I'm sitting around taking advance
money and playing games with those folks, I can't be taken seriously. As I
was writing my last book, Linchpin, I was saying that I could not see myself
going through that process again within the existing system. My latest book,
Poke The Box, is a book about what I am now doing. I'm now trying to
innovate, initiate and launch something new in the book industry. Hopefully,
my friends in the book industry will take notice, copy me and use what works
from what we're doing. I'm not trying to take over the publishing industry, I'm
trying to shine a light on where I think we're going next."
"There's a tyranny that's quite prevalent in our society, which is the tyranny
of being picked, of waiting to be selected by the boss, by the HR person, by
Oprah or by someone who will anoint you as the winner. The Internet is
opening the door and allowing people to pick themselves," said Godin about
why he chose to publish one of his own books first and why anybody should
think differently about the work that they do. "That's what I am doing. I
picked myself, and I think that's what people ought to do. People have asked
me how they can submit their book ideas for me to publish, and my answer
is, 'don't.' Just publish it yourself. Give it away, watch it spread and build a
platform. The cost of failing has gone way down. It is far cheaper to fail now
than ever before. If you failed when you were designing the plant for General
Motors' Saturn car, the cost was a billion dollars. If you failed with a Super
Bowl ad 10 years ago, the cost was $2 million. If you fail with a blog post, it
costs nothing, and yet bosses say, 'yes, go innovate. But don't fail.' You can't
have success without failure. So, what I'm really trying to sell people on is
that it's now okay to fail. Here's what I know: I have failed more often than
anyone reading this column, and if you fail more than me, you'll be doing just
fine."
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There are also plenty of ways to just write for others and be paid for it. If
you want to write fiction, check these out:
Publications that buy genre fiction: http://www.marketlist.com/
This link will take you directly to the markets list. No particular order, but great
information on what editors want, what they pay, and who to contact. Updated
monthly: http://www.writersweekly.com/payingmarkets.html
If you want to write about travel: http://main.travelwriters.com/index.asp?
ref=google&key=travelwriters
If you have a passion for reality TV, low-fat cooking, computer animation, shoes,
birds, antique cars... You can earn a minimum of $500 and establish yourself as
an online expert by becoming an About.com (http://www.about.com/) Guide.
From their site:
“Our Guides are real people - just like you. They include professionals,
educators, students and stay-at-home moms. Our Guides are as diverse as the
sites we offer. We believe that one of the key components of our success is the
fact that each Guide is a person, as well as an online expert. See for yourself -every site has a photo of the Guide and a bio.”
As diverse as they are, Guides do share a few characteristics:
A true knowledge of and a passion for their topic
Commitment to creating informative, "what you need to know" features
A dedication to building and updating a comprehensive links directory
The ability to bring their site to life
Strong writing and editing skills
Basic HTML skills
A desire to ensure that About remains the best network on the Internet
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Do you have what it takes to be a Guide? Don't wait! Apply here:
http://guide.about.com/applynow.htm

!

If you want to write strong sales letters to sell your products or help others sell
theirs:
Instant Sales Letters: http://www.instantsalesletters.com/?25550
As you can see, there are many ways to use your writing to produce income. I
love the unique advantages of writing as a business:
It allows time control and freedom like nothing else.
It leverages one’s efforts like nothing else.
It clearly allows the transition from “linear” to “residual” income. If you do
something and get paid for it once, you have linear income. If you do something
and get paid for it over and over again, you have residual income. Obviously,
there is always more income potential with residual income. Even at $.50 each,
if you have a run-away best seller like Rick Warren’s Purpose Driven Life at 34
million copies, that adds up to some real money. It’s very difficult to create that
open-ended income in most other businesses. And even if you’re a doctor or
attorney you are likely to just have a high level of linear income. The moment
you stop working, your income stops. With the residual income that can be put in
place with writing, the income can continue for many years to come.
It is one of the clearest ways to immerse yourself in your passion. With you
being in the driver’s seat in choosing topics, it’s natural to research and write
about what is most interesting to you. That’s a major component to doing work
that you love.

!
If you are going to choose writing as your business idea, approach it like any of
the other business options. Create a Business Plan and a clear timeline for taking
action.
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Selection of a Publisher
By now you’ve probably decided if you’re going to submit your proposal to
multiple publishers, work with one of the publishing houses that will help you with
the details, or if you’re just going to run down to Kinkos for your first few
copies.!
Naming your Book
There are old masters in this like Joe Karbo, who is a master in direct marketing.
Years and years ago he ran ads in the Los Angeles Times for a little book he
titled A Lazy Man’s Way to Riches. He was selling it for $9.95. He got a
tremendous response. So much so that he thought something was wrong;
something was weird to get all of that response. The next week, he ran the same
ad, A Lazy Man’s Way to Riches in the San Diego paper and again, he got a
tremendous response.
You know what Joe thought at that point? “I’d better write a book.” He then sat
down and wrote a little book. He talked about buy low, sell high, get into real
estate, but he literally was taking orders based on how the title pulled before he
ever wrote a book.
A lot of us get the cart before the horse in struggling with the content, getting the
manuscript ready, locking in the title before we even know if we have an
interested market. Be willing to experiment freely with your title until you get
something that resonates with potential readers.
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When I wrote No More Dreaded Mondays the title for the entire writing process
and completed manuscript was Revolutionaries at Work. I liked the idea of
“revolution” for a couple of reasons. One, we are revolving back to the kind of
businesses that our country was founded on. Second, I liked the idea of
revolutionary – someone who resisted the old, traditional ways of doing work.
However, in the current political climate, when we tested that title the first thing
that came to mind for people was someone at work carrying an AK-47 – a true
revolutionary. That was not what we wanted. We tested some more titles and
selected No More Mondays – which has worked very well. Then when Random
House introduced the paperback version two years later, we added the word
“dreaded” to further emphasize the focus on how most people frame work on
Monday morning.
Cover Design
On average, a bookstore browser spends eight seconds looking at the front
cover, 15 seconds looking at the back cover. That’s what’s going to make a
decision. The book cover is a billboard for your book. You struggle over all the
content, every word, to have it perfect in there and then you realize people aren’t
even going to open it to decide whether or not to buy your book. They’re going to
spend 8 seconds looking at the front cover, 15 seconds looking at the back.
Thus, you know where you need to spend your time.
That’s a really important principle. Spend as much time on the cover and the title
as you do writing the book. A lot of people see that as just a kind of, after the fact,
“I’ll just get it out there.”
No, you have to spend time on the cover and the title. You can have the same
book that you publish using a couple of different titles. There’s nothing wrong with
that at all. Lots and lots of people have published the same book with four or five
different titles.
Copy Editor
You will want to use the services of a copy editor – someone to go through your
manuscript word for word. As authors we tend to overlook mistakes in our own
writing. Use of “chose” where “choose,” “lose” and “loose” is needed, run-on
sentences, incorrect grammar and not seeing duplicate words are are common
mistakes.
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Layout Editor
This is different from a copy editor. A layout editor will help design the layout of
the book so it looks like a real book – not just a Word document that you printed.
Beginning chapters on new pages, having proper spacing for left and right side
page edges, reverse print or italics for callouts, and proper use of footnotes and
endnotes are just a few of the details a good layout editor will format correctly.
ISBN and bar code
This is the site for getting your ISBN numbers. Yes, you can request a set of 10
numbers, have one of the services here create the bar code image and you’re
ready to go. Your book will be listed worldwide; any bookstore in the world can
order it for a customer. http://www.isbn.org/standards/home/index.asp
You may wonder why I recommend purchasing a set of 10 numbers. Historically,
only publishers purchased ISBNs. And the lowest number available was 10 for
$250. But as more and more self-publishing authors wanted to purchase just
one ISBN for their book, Bowker had to decide what made good business sense
for them. They don’t want to sell one number for $25 so they offer the single
ISBN at $185 (which includes some features you really don’t need). So my
recommendation is that you go ahead and get 10 – if you ever do even a second
book you are way ahead financially. Keep in mind that a book is just one method
for getting your message out there. Every product you sell should promote
another product in your business. So you can use additional ISBNs for audio
products, instructional manuals, workbooks, etc.
If you work with one of the self-publishing houses (Lightning Source, Author
Solutions, Westbow Press, iUniverse, Trafford Publishing, Xlibris, Lulu, Xulon
Press) they will offer a package that includes an ISBN. Just keep in mind that
the ISBN will then be listed with them as the publisher and it may be difficult to
leverage or get back in the future. You may want to just come up with a name for
your own “publishing house” and recognize you are indeed in the publishing
business.
If you are going to use your book for seminars you don’t have to have an ISBN
but it always gives the impression of a more professionally produced product.
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Printing or Print-on-Demand (POD)
Here is where you’ll have to make the decision about printing. If you use any of
the self-publishing companies we’ve listed in the material above, you will have
the option of Print-on-Demand (POD) services. That means you don’t have to
commit to any large number of books and risk having them in your garage five
years later. For that convenience you will pay significantly more for each copy.
So for a book that sells for $12.00 you may pay $3.75 for each copy you
purchase. And when that book is sold to a distributor the price will be in the
$6.00 range, leaving you a profit of perhaps $2.00 after the split with the
publisher. If you know you have a best-seller and have 5,000 retail pre-orders
you could get that same book printed for approximately $1.50, providing you a
per book profit of $10.50. Yes, there’s a lot of money to be made in printing
books yourself after you’ve established a selling track record.
Selection of 4-5 Marketing Methods
In the next chapter you will see an overview of 48 methods for marketing your
book. This is a critical component of your success.
Women buy 68% of all books purchased. Writing to the women buyers is a
reasonable approach.
Fifty-eight percent of the U.S. population never reads another book after high
school. That’s 58%. They get out of high school and they never read another
book.
Forty-two percent of college graduates never read another book. Eighty percent
of the United States families did not buy or read a book last year. Seventy
percent of US adults have not been in a bookstore in the last five years.
That last point is an interesting one. We sell to a whole lot of people who have
never stepped foot in a bookstore. We can bypass the bookstore because of
electronic marketing at this point. That’s why I don’t emphasize being in
bookstores. If being in a bookstore is the only place you are, recognize how
many people are never going to see you.
Customers 55 and older account for more than 1/3 of all books purchased.
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Is there still the potential there to make money? You’d better believe it. There are
lots and lots of opportunities to make money.

Notes
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How do you create a marketing funnel to build your writing business?
1. Logo -- Develop a great logo. You can use:
1800mylogo.com
99Designs.com
TheLogoCo
CreateLogoDesign
Or any one of lots of other sites. Just get something you can be proud
of. You’ll find that the visual representations of your business will
create the first and most important impression of who you are and what
you’re all about.
!
2. Have a great website
Have an updated website for easy access to information
Some of the sites available for website assistance include:
ODesk.com
Elance.com
Contemporaryva.com
48Days.net - search “build website”
VirtualWorker.com
SiteSell.com
3. Have a stellar media kit.
It should include your bio, what others are saying about you, celebrity
endorsements, questions for interviewers.
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4. Press Releases
Send out press releases:
Marketwire
PRWeb
Learn how to write a press release at sites like e-releases Tie in to current news
items for the most effective press releases.
5. Special report or article
Submit an article to 30 different magazines and newspapers. Use the Writer’s
Market for leads: Pick up USA Today – any day. You should be able to find two
or three items that tie in to your book. Leverage those and write about them.
6. Newspaper and magazine submissions
Send an op-ed piece to your local newspaper or business publication.
When I first started writing, I would send articles unsolicited to the Nashville
Business Journal here in Nashville. They would run those under the op-ed area.
If you don’t know what that is, they’re just opinions people have sent.
Many people don't recognize it's not really an endorsed article, but they'll run it
just because somebody submitted it. I never submitted one they did not run. Due
to the response, they started asking me to submit specific articles.
Then they did a feature story on me now, not an article I wrote. A reporter came
out to do a feature story with photos. That began a relationship because I took
the initiative, but I wasn't looking for a big publishing deal. I was simply looking
for a way to get my writing, or just small segments of it, in print. I found
newspapers and magazines to be extremely receptive, more so than what you
might expect. By submitting those things, I started receiving coverage. Very
quickly, I became the job and career expert in this area.
If there was a news story related or if somebody "went postal,” lost their job and
went berserk, the local newspapers called me. They wanted to know my
perspective on the career related new item. If a company announced they were
laying off 2,000 employees, they'd call for my input.

I've had hundreds and hundreds of exposures in media in this area by being
positioned as an expert in the work & career arena.
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These are articles and interviews by me or about me that are still up as I write
this – some print, some only on the Internet. They all send people to my website
or to a bookstore. They are all free information and I was not paid anything for
any of these – BUT they all drive people back to my products where they spend a
lot of money.
Nashville Business Journal – this is an interview, written by a staff writer.
http://www.bizjournals.com/nashville/stories/2005/05/30/smallb1.html
LifeWay.com – this is a promotional positioning with my publisher, Broadman &
Holman. The article changes every two weeks.
http://www.lifeway.com/article/159074/
faithsite.com – this is a massive Internet portal. I have over 350 articles posted
here for free reading – it drives lots of traffic to the 48Days.com site.
http://48days.faithsite.com/content.asp?CID=19254
CBN.com – this is perhaps the biggest Christian web portal with about 14 million
visitors each month. I have hundreds of articles in their archives. When
someone does a search for anything related to work, job, business, purpose or
passion – they are likely to land on one of my articles. http://www.cbn.com/
finance/miller/millerarchive.aspx

Here’s a question from a reader: “Is writing for periodicals an effective
way to supplement an income from writing?”
Well, yes and no. I love writing for periodicals but frankly, in a year’s time, the
actual writing doesn’t generate more than 1% of my income. I always see it as
simply a way to create activity that ultimately goes back to our website. The only
way I write for periodicals is if it does show our website.
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We always have in the little bio at the end, “For free information and free reports,
go to www.48Days.com.” That’s the beginning of a relationship with somebody
where they ultimately will then spend money with us.
Your website is a powerful way to start positioning yourself as an expert. Like I
have just listed, you can find 20 websites and have them position your writing.
It's a very low cost venture for them, but it can continue to really build you as an
expert in a particular area.
I seldom get paid for writing articles for magazines, newspapers and websites.
I'm not paid at all for about 98% of what I do in that arena. But those articles
create exposure that drives people to the physical products we have.

I never look at that writing as a source of income. I only look at that writing
as a means of promotion.
For several years I wrote for Lifeway Christian Resources. I wrote lessons for
one of their divisions that focused on young adults. They actually paid me $250
an article. I laughed about that back then. I always said that if they really
understood the business principle, I should have been paying them.
They paid me a little bit, but that material went out to 400,000 Southern Baptist
people. That drove incredible traffic to our website, where those people bought
lots and lots of our books and resources we have there.
If you have a book you want to write, there ought to be five or six concepts in
there that you could easily write short articles on. You can have a 250-word
article, a 750-word article or a 1200-word article. Those are really common
lengths for articles whether it’s done on a website or in a hardcopy magazine.
By doing that, it creates a lot of buzz. It creates interest in who you are as a
writer and it helps establish you as an expert in that particular area.
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7. Interviews with celebrities
If you are writing on a particular topic, you can get new information and make
yourself appear more credible by interviewing current experts in that area.
People like Mike Senoff – HardToFindSeminars have made a name for
themselves by bringing us content from well-known authors and celebrities.
Peter Lowe – Get Motivated Seminars – made himself a recognizable name by
organizing Success conferences where he invited speakers like Laura Bush,
Colin Powell, Rudy Giuliani, Robert Schuller, Lou Holtz and Steve Forbes. No
one knew who Peter Lowe was until he connected himself to these celebrities.
8. Teleseminars
With technology offering us new options almost daily, it’s wise to check out new
methods of getting out message out. My very first teleseminar, promoted only to
my small newsletter group, netted me a cool $18,000. We use
InstantTeleseminar for all our teleseminars and conference calls. Listeners can
listen on the phone (up to 200) or on the internet (up to 2000). And they can ask
written questions as you are presenting which you can screen and answer if you
wish. I often do a teleseminar and then if the response is great, we will take that
audio, transcribe the text and create a new product.
9. Podcasts
Do a weekly podcast. I started with a $19.00 lapel microphone from Radio
Shack and Audacity - a free download. After the audience grew significantly I
upgraded to a Mackie 1202-VLZ3 mixer, a Heil microphone and an Edirol
recorder – all with the help of Cliff Ravenscraft – our 48 Days Podcast Answer
Man.
10. Radio Show
Having your own show is probably not as complicated as you might think. Radio
stations have to fill their time with desirable programming. If you have content –
and a pleasing radio host personality – you can find a place for your own show.
Typically, these are the options:
They don’t pay you and you don’t pay them. You just provide great content
and they sell ads to generate the revenue they need. I did this for four years
on the biggest talk radio station in Nashville.
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You purchase the time slot and then control the ads as well. Normally there
are 8 minutes of advertising in one commercial hour. If you are paying $200
per hour for a two-hour show you would have 16 minutes of ad time available.
So if you sold those 16 ads for $20 each you would pull in $320, pay your
$200 and put $120 in your pocket. Obviously, your radio show is a two-hour
long commercial for you so you would be getting paid to advertise your
business. I did this for two years on the same station. I actually paid $1000
for a three-hour slot on Sunday night.
The radio station pays you for your “talent.” This would be rare – radio
stations don’t put a high value on radio personalities.
11. Radio Show Guest
Be an expert on a local radio show – or on shows all over the world. Alex Carroll
has been on over 1,000 radio interviews. His site is Radio Publicity. Alex sold
his own little self-published book Beat the Cops by setting up his own radio
interviews. As of the latest count, he’s done 1,264 radio interviews, grabbed more
than $4,500,000 worth of free radio airtime and raked in $1,526,000 in direct
sales ... and is still going strong. Radio interviews are best – TV interviews are
mediocre. And you can do radio interviews from home while TV interviews can
require extensive time, travel and expense. Be sure to submit a list of 8 -10
questions and a copy of your book to the host in advance. The host will appear
informed and you will cover the content you know is important.
12. Speaking
Speak to a group 2-3 times a month. Whatever your topic, you should be able to
present it clearly in 20, 40 or 60-minute presentations. That will cover you for
99% of civic group, Chamber of Commerce, non-profit, or church settings. If you
check with your local Chamber of Commerce they should have a listing of all
civic and non-profit organizations. That group is looking for speakers every
week. If you can make a compelling presentation (without “selling” anything) you
can be busy and spread your message quickly.
You may want to have combinations of product purchases and speaking. Tim
Sanders promoted his book Today We Are Rich by doing just that. If you buy 200
copies he’ll come speak for free.
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Here are Tim’s specials:

Order a Limited Executive Package:
BRONZE: $399
25 copies of Today We Are Rich PLUS bonus Book Club Kit + Email Etiquette
Video Training Program
SILVER: $949
60 copies of Today We Are Rich PLUS bonus Email Training Enterprise License
+ Monday AM Rocket Fuel Video Series + iPod Leadership Training Bundle
GOLD: $2999
200 copies of Today We Are Rich PLUS Silver Package Bonuses + Tim Sanders
Speaks Live at Your Company
PLATINUM: $7499
500 copies of Today We Are Rich PLUS Gold Package Bonuses + 6 months of
Executive Coaching or Strategic Consulting
13. TV appearances
Be an interesting guest. Send your bio, interview questions and a copy of your
book in advance. Practice Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP). Model your host.
TV interviews are mediocre in terms of response – radio is better. I had a regular
Monday morning segment (3-4 minutes) on the Fox 17 Nashville station for over
a year. They had asked for my comments on a couple of employment situations
in the Nashville area. At that point I simply suggested that we do a regular
segment to address the ongoing changes in the workplace. I did not pay for that
spot and at the end of each segment they would show my books on the screen
and point to my website.
14. Newsletters
Start a free newsletter. If you want to create your own newsletter, I recommend
Mailchimp (http://eepurl.com/cJM_E)
I used Constant Contact for several years as my newsletter list grew to over
25,000 subscribers (now over 85,000 have subscribed!). I’ve switched to
Mailchimp because of their ease of use - it’s great. There are easy-to-use
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templates, subscription formats, and reader tracking systems. As long as you
provide great content, people will subscribe and spread the word. I still try to
keep a 95% free content, 5% promoting products or services. That mix has
worked very well over the years.
15. Start a blog
I use http://wordpress.com/ - there are free templates you can use. A blog is a
window into who you are. And it’s much more Google sensitive than a
newsletter. Every update is captured and passed around the internet. Study
how to blog well. For the best information on how to blog, I suggest Mike Hyatt’s
Blog. He is the former CEO of Thomas Nelson Publishers and has one of the
most popular blogs in the country.
16. Comment on at least 3 blogs daily
Become known as someone worth listening to on your topic area. You want to
establish yourself as an expert and commenting on other’s blogs is one of the
quickest ways to do that. Don’t promote your product or website – just make
meaningful comments. People will find out who you are and follow you to your
site.
17. Nurture Marketing
If you are looking for influence in corporate settings, use Nurture Marketing. This
is a process of creating “top of mind” positioning, where whenever there is a
need related to your area of expertise, you are the person they think of. By
becoming a useful resource of information you can create that positioning. I
used this very effectively a few years ago to open up opportunities for presenting
leadership development seminars – a very profitable portion of my business at
that time.
18. Affiliate Relationships
Nearly any notable website will have an affiliate program. At 48Days you can go
directly to the 48 Days Affiliate Program. There you can select a banner, create
your unique hyperlink and immediately begin to get 15% commissions on any
purchases that come through your link. You can follow that same process for any
products that tie in with your message. If you offer an affiliate program for your
products or services you will have other websites promoting for you at no cost –
only a share of actual revenue created. Since I am known for being a career
expert I recommend other books that can help a reader on that same topic. On
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Dan’s Reading List I have about 65 books that I recommend with my reasons for
including each one. I don’t stock those books or ship them out – but every one is
linked through our connection with the Amazon Associates Program. It enhances
my reputation as a source of helpful information and every month Amazon makes
a nice deposit directly into my bank account. You can make money in two
directions with affiliate programs. Others will help sell you products for which you
get money and you can get paid to help other people sell their products. How
cool is that?
19. Guerilla Marketing
Do something newsworthy. Offer to help someone in the news who could use
your help. The concept of guerrilla marketing was invented as an unconventional
system of promotions that relies on time, energy and imagination rather than a
big marketing budget. If you have a book on healthy eating, you could volunteer
to provide breakfast at your next local Chamber of Commerce meeting. They will
see first hand your area of expertise. If you are a career coach you could offer to
take someone out of the unemployment line, work with that person and then
report on their situation 90 days later. That would be a newsworthy item and
could get you more coverage than an expensive ad in your local newspaper.
Dave Ramsey had a Friday caller where they shout – “We’re Debt Free!” The
caller said he had read 48 Days to the Work You Love, figured out what kind of
work he wanted to do and had made over $200,000 in the year that just ended.
That video has been viewed 778,082 times as of this writing. I paid nothing. Do
you think that kind of marketing is maybe more valuable than being in the yellow
pages? Be sure to check out the video – this guy’s crazy.
20. Give away free audio CDs on your specialty
Tell people everything you know about achieving success in that area. I created
a 25-minute audio titled “Is Your Job Your Calling” and we’ve given away
probably 5,000 of those. We show it on our website as an $11.00 product but our
intention is to give away as many as we can. The CDs cost about $.42 each. Of
course you can give away an electronic mp3 at no cost. But giving away
valuable content is one of the easiest ways to position yourself as an expert.
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21. Give away a one-hundred point check-list for success in your area of
expertise
Could you make a list of 100 ways to be healthier? 100 ways to lose weight?
100 ways to increase your spiritual vitality? 100 tips for training your dog in 10
days? 100 ways to be a better speaker? Whatever your area of expertise, you
should be able to create a helpful list.
22. Referral Sources
Identify 30-40 referral sources – people or organizations that could potentially
refer customers to you. Become a resource of information for them. Don’t wear
them out with requests for referrals – just create “top of mind” positioning with
them by helping them be more effective in what they are doing.
23. Send creative thank-you gifts to referrals
One of the most neglected personal courtesies in our culture today is simply
saying “Thank You.” If you do this consistently it will set you apart from your
competitors immediately. We have sent candy baskets, books, gift certificates,
plaques, cupcakes, engraved rocks, and more to people who refer business to
us.
24. Send birthday cards, anniversary of first purchase, benchmarks, etc.
Another neglected touch is the remembering of important dates in the lives of
those around us. We are too busy – and certainly too technologically savvy to
send a real card! Guess what kind of impression it makes for someone to
receive one from you? I use a simple service called SendOutCards so I still get
the advantage of filling it out on my computer – but the person gets a real,
physical card. Big impression – trust me.
25. Use Fusion Marketing
Identify other companies that have the same kind of target clients and the same
standards of excellence that you have. Don’t see others who are doing the same
thing as you as feared competitors. Rather, connect with them and do things
together. When I had a radio show I promoted any career event that would help
my listeners. Remember, “a rising tide lifts all boats.”
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26. Join three organizations in your community
You might choose your local Chamber of Commerce, the Rotary Club and your
town’s Habitat for Humanity. They don’t have to be directly connected to your
area of interest or expertise. But this will give you visibility and credibility in your
community. You can also be a part of national organizations or online
associations.
27. Have an exhibit booth at connected trade shows
Check prominent speakers’ schedules. Often there is an opportunity to have a
booth at the back of the room. You can coattail on the reputation and credibility
of someone more famous.
28. Seminars & Workshops
Lead a workshop through your local church, Chamber of Commerce, or civic
group. Create a 20, 40 and 60-minute presentation on your area of expertise.
For the first workshops I did I used professionally prepared materials from
Inscape Publishing. I simply promoted the workshop, called Adventures in
Attitudes, had 23 people register at $469 each and facilitated the workshop as it
was laid out. But that gave me great experience and visibility in our community.
29. Have lunch twice a week with someone you can learn from
I am amazed how few people use this powerful principle. At the times of biggest
challenge for me professionally I always sought out the most successful people I
could find and invited them to lunch. I have always found people who were
experts and extremely successful to be the most helpful and gracious people on
the face of the earth. I learned many important lessons from those who had
already walked the road to success. Don’t overlook this method of accelerating
your success.
30. Attend 2-3 major conferences each year
Just choose those that would add to your expertise and where you would simply
enjoy the location and experience. Don’t try to determine exactly how you will
benefit. I’ve gone to hundreds of workshops and conferences that had a loose
connection to anything I am doing. But success principles are highly
transferable. So I may go to a real estate workshop even though I have little
interest in real estate investing. But I am sure to pick up one or two significant
tips that are applicable to exactly what I’m doing.
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31. Have a personal MasterMind group or group of advisors
Call it whatever you’d like, but everyone needs a group of people with whom to
share ideas, dreams and actions. A mastermind group is generally defined as a
small group of like-minded people who meet regularly to support each other's
growth. It’s better if they are involved in different ventures and even have
different goals. The common denominator is that each member contributes
support, advice and challenges for the other members in accomplishing their
goals. Back in 1935, Napoleon Hill in (Think and Grow Rich) -described that a
MasterMind group was the one essential behind every successful person he
interviewed! And yet very few people create a Mastermind team to help them
achieve their most important goals in life!
I have been a part of Masterminds for over three decades. We now have an elite
48 Days Mastermind group, and if you are a coach, check out the Coaching
Mastery Program that immediately connects you with a mastermind group. To
start your own mastermind group, find my checklist on this page: 48 Days
Worksheets.
32. Read 3-4 magazines each month
You need to stay informed for intelligent conversations with your clients.
Try Fast Company, INC, Success, Entrepreneur.
33. Be extremely intentional about the use of your time
Plan for research and reading, personal growth, relaxation, physical health, etc.
We all have 168 hours each week – no more, no less. Decide in advance how
you are going to invest those hours. People often ask me how I can produce the
quantity of writing I turn out. It’s because I say “No” to many normal things that
consume other people’s time.
34. Coach others in your area of expertise
Once you have established yourself as an expert in any field you can make
yourself available as a coach in that area. Coaching is a hot career opportunity
right now and you can leverage your “intellectual capital” by coaching others.
Create three options and let people choose which one fits them best.
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35. Consult organizations
Similar to coaching, consulting allows you to help organizations see opportunities
for new levels of success in your field of expertise. My son Jared has lived in
Africa for several years, helping the poorest of the poor create new ways of
generating income. He now consults with churches and other non-profits on how
to use their funds wisely in that complicated culture. As a career coach I have
consulted with organizations like Deutsche Bank, Tennessee Dept of Corrections,
National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) and others on the issue of
leadership development and the proper selection and placing of employees. You
can do the same in your area of knowledge.
36. Ghost Writing or Co-Writing
Most books “written” by celebrities or high profile pastors are actually written by a
ghostwriter. Yes, this is a legitimate process of getting a book completed. In fact,
probably 30-50% of “best-sellers” are not written by the “author” shown on the
front cover. The most important thing is to have a great idea. Fees for having a
book written range from about $4,000 to over $150,000 for the most respected
writers. You can check sites like CheapGhostwriters.com, Guru.com,
RainbowWriting, or RentAGhostWriter. A co-authored book will normally say Dan
Miller and Mahatmas Gandhi whereas one that was ghostwritten will say Richard
Branson with Dan Miller. Your expertise can be combined with the knowledge
and reputation of another person to accelerate your success.
37. Plan a Themed Cruise
This is not as complicated as you may think. You can work with a travel agent to
block out a section of rooms in advance. You can add to the stated rate for those
rooms and promote the cruise to your audience. We have done several and
have always loved the experience. I invite notable speakers – offering no
speaking fee or guarantees, but allowing them a small commission for each
passenger who registers through their promotion. This essentially eliminates any
risk on my part and gives them the incentive to enlist their fans as passengers.
We have had themes like “No More Mondays” and “Blending Work & Play” and
find that people respond to the opportunity to blend relaxation, great food,
informative workshops and memorable times of getting to know other winners.
Check the 48 Days Live Events for upcoming cruises with us. You can do the
same.
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38. Create eProducts for your message
This is an additional way you can get your message out quickly. You may want
to just get your book into an ebook format – and still get it out to all the major
distributors (Amazon, iBookstore, Barnes & Noble, Reader Store, etc.). You can
check out eBookIt.com – an online service for authors and publishers that
provides formatting and conversion of books to e-books, and even full distribution
(optional) of your converted e-books to all the major e-book retailers.
39. Audio Products
People prefer to get their information in varied formats today. Some will always
read and some will prefer to listen. You will want to “repurpose” your content in
multiple ways. Even if you have a traditional book or an ebook, I encourage you
to create audio products for those who want them. If you do a teleseminars (#8)
you can instantly create an audio product by simply recapturing those
teleseminars. Many of the big names in infopreneuring (Tony Robbins, Brian
Tracy, Robert Allen, Brendon Burchard, Alex Mandossian) have created massive
numbers of audio products by recording live events.
40. Instructional Manuals
I happen to love developing materials that can be put into 3-ring binders, with
perhaps an accompanying audio or two. 48 Days to the Work You Love was
presented first in a spiral bound 8.5”x11” format. Then we moved to a 3-ring
binder with a cassette and later with 2 audio CDs. We printed on one side only
and had two CDs for what could have easily been put on one. The reason is I
often look at what we call “thump factor.” That literally means how much noise
does it make when you drop it on the floor? The bigger the thump, the more you
can charge for that. So while it may be possible to package the material in a
small perfect-bound book at $12.95, you may find that with an appropriate
“thump factor” you can position that same material at $39.00 or $69.00. If your
content has the appearance of being instructional material you can command a
much higher price than what you would get for just 80 pages of content.
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41. Books
Regardless of the changes happening in the publishing industry, there is still a
strong place for traditional books. You can do a book proposal and approach
multiple publishers, or you can choose to self-publish. The key component in
success with your book is in having a clear marketing plan in place. Great
content is needed but your financial success will be directly related to your ability
to market that book.
42. Distribution Agreements
You will have some distribution in place if you use a traditional publisher. Or you
can use a publisher like Create Space - https://www.createspace.com/ This is a
division of Amazon for Authors, Musicians and Filmmakers. Your work will
instantly be on Amazon, with physical books, ebooks and Kindle versions
available if you wish. A pretty appealing package. You can also be a distributor
for other resources that relate to your area of expertise. Typically you can be a
distributor for any major publisher with a 50% discount off retail. I generate
significant income selling books written by other authors on the topic of finding
your passion and creating work that matters.
43. Specialty Sales
If you have a message that would be an appropriate motivational piece for every
employee at IBM, you can explore branding your content for them specifically. If
you invent a toy that would delight kids when they open their Happy Meal you
can approach McDonald’s about that placement. Publishing organizations like
Jenkins Group have expertise in selling your book by the thousands to book
clubs, catalogs and corporations. Success stories abound about authors who got
their book accepted in the ranks of Amway, Arbonne, Mary Kay or Pampered
Chef.
44. Social Networking Site
Yes, we all know about Facebook, MySpace and LinkedIn. The goals may vary
but the intention of any social networking site is to connect people with the same
interests in some way. If you have a substantial following you may want to create
your own social networking site. For example, if you are an expert on horse
training you can create a site for other horse lovers. Templates like Ning allow
you to launch a site with very little cost. We launched 48Days.net a couple of
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years ago and quickly grew to a group of 10,000 people who are committed to
finding – or creating – the work they love.
Many people chose to create a group within the 48Days.net community,
recognizing they could draw from that larger audience. You may want to do the
same.
45. Industry Conventions, Trade Shows, Street Festivals, Flea Markets
You will be able to recognize events that draw large crowds that may be a perfect
audience for you to display your products or services. Normally you will be
expected to pay a small fee for your space and often a small percentage of your
sales as well. But it’s a pretty low risk way to test the market for what you are
offering.
46. Republishing Public Domain Works
This is a highly lucrative and often overlooked way to expand your audience –
and to create products with very little research and writing time. Anything
published before 1923 is in the public domain. And thousands of books from
1923-1963 have also fallen into public domain. And just because it’s freely
available to anyone does not mean no one would pay for it. As long as the
information you find is still relevant and there is a market for it you will find plenty
of people willing to pay for this.
I’ve captured old classics like Acres of Diamonds and republished it as a free
bonus item on 48 Days. Rebecca Fine has built her entire business around a
delightful book titled The Science of Getting Rich, written by Wallace Wattles
back in 1910. You can get a free copy from her site. You can learn more about
how to tap into this additional way to expand your business with Yanik Silver’s
Public Domain materials. It’s not free but if you seriously want to develop this
profitable area of business, I recommend getting started here.
47. Train-the-trainer programs
You may have materials that could be presented in a workshop or seminar
format. If that’s true then you may be able to train and license other trainers.
Look at what my friend Dave Ramsey has done with Financial Peace University.
We have trained hundreds of people to present the 48 Days Seminar. If your
material lends itself to a seminar presentation you may want to explore licensing,
creating distributorships, or selling franchises.
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48. _________________________
Add your own unique marketing tool here. You can use Twitter, start your own
magazine, do a painting a day to sell on eBay like Abbey Ryan, or use magic in
your presentations like Lee Lentz. There are thousands of creative ways to
promote your business. You don’t have to implement 48. But you do have to
select at least 4 or 5 and do those excellently and consistently. Without a clear
marketing plan in place you are not likely to experience any significant level of
success – regardless of the excellence of what you have to share with the world.

Notes
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Guest – Publicist, Nanette Noffsinger
!
48 Days to the Work You Love was released by B&H Publishing in Nashville,
TN. They are the big Baptist publishing house and I had signed with them to publish 48
Days to the Work You Love – after I had already sold 50,000 – 60,000 copies as a 3ring binder with 2 audio CDs. Because of that success they wanted to publish it as a
traditional trade book. They had their own publicity and marketing team, however, I
knew their strongest center of influence was in the Christian book arena, Christian
Booksellers Association (CBA) (http://cbanews.org/)
!
I decided to retain my own publicist – someone who had contacts in a wider
media circle. Nanette Noffsinger was a producer for the Today Show for 10 years and is
widely recognized in the publicity field. Here’s an example of her press releases –
The Great American Book of Church Signs. (http://www.24-7pressrelease.com/pressrelease/the-great-american-book-of-church-signs-is-a-roadside-sensation-23258.php)

And here is the transcript of an interview I did with Nanette to explain her role:
Dan: !
Let me introduce Nanette Noffsinger. Nanette's been a friend for a long
time, and we also have a business relationship.
She is my publicist and has done a lot. Let me just explain that a little bit.
!
With 48 Days to the Work You Love, B&H Publishing was my publisher.
Obviously, they are a major publisher and conduct all the functions we
would expect of a publisher. Why would I have a publicist in addition? So
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let me just ask Nanette that question as a start off. Why would I contract
with you as a publicist when I already have a book deal with a publisher?
Nanette: !
With a publisher they have a certain amount of time they will give for
publicity. Then, they move on to their next books. Normally it’s about 90
days.
With a publicist, you have somebody looking out for your best interests.
You have somebody going to the playing field for you, looking at your
individual book and really researching the ways they can put you into the
media plan.
Many major publishing houses in New York will hire freelance publicists.
They're used for media tours and other things. Publishers have so many
books they're working during a year. They can't spend too much quality
time really getting your book out there.
Dan: !
You worked very closely with the public relations department at my
publisher. You coordinated things. They have a particular center of
influence, and then you bring your contacts in on top of that.
You can try to make sure there's no overlap, but you were able to take me
into some arenas where they really didn't have a center of influence even
as a major publisher.
Nanette: !
Yes, as a publicist, we did coordinate our efforts. They were kind enough
to help us with the radio and tours. That's been real successful.
They hired an outside freelance agency to do that for you, whereas my
specialty is national television, local television, and also print publications,
magazines, and newspapers. With your book, it really was a good and
well rounded, publicity campaign.
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Dan: !
Yes, I'm delighted with that. I had a lot of fun on some of the things that
you set up for me. One of the most delightful things I did was to be on
PBS, Word on Words. That aired on a Sunday morning.
It was with John Siegenthaler Sr. who is just a wonderful man. Talk about
a book genius! That man is so versed and knowledgeable. He’s just a true
southern gentleman. I loved having that time with him. We spent a solid 30
minutes.
And that's something that Nanette set up. Then, there was the CBS Early
Show. That also was from your contact. You set that up.

Dan: !
Tell us how important it is to have what we call a “hook.” You've talked to
me a lot about having a hook for your writing. What do you look for that
will work as a hook?
Nanette:
It helps if you're a famous author already.
I worked on the “Today Show” for ten years. I remember when Patricia
Cornwall and James Patterson would appear. Every time they had a new
book, it was just a given that they would be on the show. If you have a
bestselling book and people know your name, you get on these shows.
If you're a first-time author or new to the national scene, you may have a
following in your area but for the national media, you need to have a hook.
Dan and I have worked on this. We send press releases when there's
something that comes out in the news that relates to your topic. Thus, it's
important to always be up on current trends. It's always so important.
What's going on? Is there a way that you can hook something that you've
written about into something that's going on in the news?
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One of my jobs as a publicist is that I always try to look at, when I'm
making a phone call to a media outlet, what I can give to the producer.
What is it that makes their program more interesting?
They don't care if Dan's a nice guy or not. They don't care if he has a great
book. They care about what I can give their show that will make it
interesting enough to keep their viewers’ attention.
Especially in this day of ratings, to be on a national show, it's very
important to offer them something new and refreshing.
When you think of these things, you need to think like a producer. Think of
something that you can give to that particular media outlet.
The more aware you are of current events, the more you can help your
publicist. Any publicist is always happy because we consider you, the
author, to be the expert. You may know of publications.
You may know of outlets particularly in your field. That's something always
helpful. I like proactive authors who say, "You know, this might be a really
good media outlet for us."
Dan: !
Here's an example of a hook. I believe this is one you described to me.
An author had a book on relationships. It was one of many, many books
on relationships, but he created a hook that dealt with the ongoing war in
Iraq. One of the things that happened is that soldiers were leaving every
day to go over there.
His hook was, "How do you say goodbye to somebody when you know
you may never see them again?” That wasn't the primary focus of his
book. But it was related to his book, and it was that hook that gave him
tons of media exposure.
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We've had a lot of success with 48 Days to the Work You Love because
people always want to know, “Why in 48 days? What is it about 48 days?”
There are a lot of books about work and career. However, we've
positioned 48 days as a timeframe to move through a process, go through
a new season, or make dramatic changes in your life. That worked really
well.
What were some of the interesting things you saw get coverage when you
were with the “Today Show”?
Nanette: !
Let’s go back to the hook thing just for a second. One of the hooks that we
used for your book was when we did "Monday Mornings: Bad for Your
Health." A new study said there were more heart attacks on Monday
morning. We pulled the headline out and put it in a press release.
That received some coverage because it was just such an interesting
thing. “Is work really that bad?” Then, it went into the whole thing about
Dan's book. That's a type of hook that we can use.
Dan: !
Use anything in the news. Nanette and I scanned lots of magazines and
newspapers to look for things that could be a tie-in with a book. That will
give a producer or somebody putting together a news program a reason
and desire to have you on the media coverage.
Were there other things you remember that were really interesting and
received coverage when you were on the “Today Show”?
Nanette: !
The “Today Show” is such an animal. If you're on “Oprah”, any of the three
network morning shows, “Larry King Live”, or in places like People
Magazine and USA Today, those outlets will project your book into a
different stratosphere. It's really stiff competition.
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Andrea Smith, who's the book editor on the “Today Show,” gets between
200 and 300 books a week. Last year, there were over 200,000 books that
were published by traditional publishers. There are so many outlets for
media these days. You need to home in on what it is that would click for
you.
If it's a book or a business book, you have CNBC. You have the Wall
Street Journal. If it's a health book, there are many women's magazines
very interested in health issues. Home in on that type of thing. The “Today
Show” seems to like fresh topics and nutrients.
Two examples that come to mind are these. There was a nanny book that
came out. It was an exposé on how it was to be a nanny in New York.
Another one that's been on the seller is He Just Isn't That Into You, a
relationship book. Any medical books are popular.
The “Today Show” is often a good fit because there are so many women
and mothers watching. They love medical books that deal with children
and new information.
Self-help books are always popular. Celebrity-driven books are another
facet. They can usually get coverage. History and business books are
popular on the “Today Show” as well. Those are just some of the books.
The books that are publicity-driven are the ones that you can benefit from
with a publicist. I think those are nonfiction books. Biographies, business,
science, political and current affairs books are some.
“Word-of-mouth” books are generally fiction books. Those are books that
are where a friend tells another friend. Word of mouth is how fiction books
receive an edge. You don’t often see a fiction author being interviewed on
major media. Poetry is the same type of thing.
Reference books, or the reference category we talk about, are driven by
publicity and marketing. Thus, you need to have a two-fold plan. If you go
into a bookstore looking for a specific thing in the reference section, it's
important that your book is in those stores. You can market it that way.
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Dan: !
I have just a couple more questions. You are a publicist. What do you seek
in a project you're excited about?
We often talk about looking for a match in literary agents. Some really
believe in particular content. Are you that specific? What do you look for?
What would you get excited about working with?
Nanette: !
This is for me, and also for authors. It's so important to be enthusiastic
about a book. If you don't believe in the book, it's very hard to sell it to
someone else.
Many authors think the need for a publisher or publicist is strange.
However, television outlets, newspapers, and magazines have a hard time
if the authors make the phone call. It's uncomfortable for an author to call
and say, "I have a great new book, and this is what I can offer."
You have to work in conjunction with the author. You need to have an
author that is accessible to you and really helps you figure out what the
most important things in their book are.
Researching appropriate media is very important when I take on a book.
It's important to really home in on where we go and what media outlets
we'll seek.
Dan: !
When we first talked about 48 Days to the Work You Love, I gave you a
copy of the book. Your background and area of interest is not necessarily
just work and career. As I recall, when you read the book, you became
engaged and felt it was something you could have the enthusiasm for.
Nanette: !
Yes. The thing with the book is it was more than just a book to find a job.
It was about finding your life vocation. That made it different from other
"get a job" books. It had a spiritual edge to it. It had so much to offer. That
helped us so much with the publicity.
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The feedback we have is much more than that. We have a local station in
Nashville where Dan lives. They want him to come in sporadically. They
want him to come in on a monthly or bimonthly basis, just to talk about
different topics in this area. That's been a great thing.
It will generate a lot of interest in this area. It's something that develops
because a person read the book at the station. They really fell for the
book. They want an ongoing relationship with Dan and his whole group.
Dan: !
Nanette, thank you so much for your willingness to speak to my readers
and to offer your many years of wisdom in this arena.
Nanette: !
It's been a pleasure. I've enjoyed discussing it with you again as well.

Notes
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We are going to use my book The Rudder of the Day as an example of selfpublishing.

Let me just give you a quick synopsis of why we did this like we did:
!
When I talked to my first publisher, they saw the success I had had with the
three-ring binder version of 48 Days to the Work You Love. We were buying those
binders at Staples or Office Depot by the case load. They saw how my newsletter was
growing tremendously and the kinds of things I was putting out on my newsletter.
!
They said, “The first thing we want to do is a traditional trade book with 48 Days
to the Work You Love, where you go deeper into the concepts. It’s not just a hands-on
workbook. You go deeper into the concepts such as ‘What is our view of work?’ How do
we really distinguish between vocation, career and job?” I agreed to do that.
!
“We also love what you’re doing with the newsletter and we’d like you to take
those little short stories you do in the newsletter, pull those together so it would be a
daily devotional.” I said, “Fantastic! I’ll do that.”
Let’s start with 48 Days to the Work You Love. I turned in the completed manuscript
for that in January of 2004. Their projected release date was January of 2005, which is,
in fact, when that book was released.
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!
I immediately went to work on the other project they had identified where I had
those little short stories with a Biblical verse attached to it, a key principle and a daily
action, “What are you going to do to put this in place in your life?” I gave them the
completed manuscript for that in July of 2004. That surprised them that I pulled that
together so quickly – but they were just a compilation of my newsletter archives.

Always be aware when you are writing for websites, blogs, magazines, and
newspapers that you are creating content that can likely be repurposed in the future.
!
What they really wanted to do was have the hardback come out, see how it did in
the marketplace and then make a decision about any other projects I was going to do. I
had put a clause in my contract with them, giving them the first option rights on my next
two major projects.
!
That’s pretty normal procedure for a contract with any publisher to do that. So
they had that option but I had also put in there that once I submitted completed
manuscripts or proposals to them, they then had 90 days to take action on it.
!
So on July 15 of 2004, the clock started ticking. They weren’t prepared to do
anything on that and I kept telling them, “This is going to be a great accompaniment, an
ancillary product to go along with the 48 Days hardback. We need to have this daily
devotional, meditation guide out there along with it.” They didn’t act, didn’t act and didn’t
act. I kept telling them their option was running out.
!
In January, the hardback came out and I said, “Look, your 90 days has passed
anyway. I’m just going to go ahead and publish the devotional companion piece.” Within
30 days, we had that book (The Rudder of the Day) completely printed, ready to go
and have sold thousands and thousands of those because people recognize it as a
good component to go along with the hardback.
!
Here’s how we did that, even though I had a publisher. We just moved ahead and
published The Rudder of the Day. Then after they saw the success of that, they did
come back with a decent offer for the publishing rights.
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In April of 2005 I received a contract offer from my publisher for The Rudder of the
Day, with a nice advance offer – but a proposed release date of May of 2007. Yes – that
was two years from then! That should give you some indication of my frustration with
the archaic timeline and antiquated business model of the traditional publishing industry.
!
And again, you can see the power of creating success without waiting for a deal
first. But by then we were selling them well and as you’ll see from the figures it wasn’t
very attractive for me to give up my profit margins for the little royalties I would have
gotten.
I had to go through the publishing process and make it happen but as you’ll see, it’s
really not that difficult.
Writing
I did the writing, and produced the entire manuscript in Microsoft Word. The
stories for each day came directly out of my weekly newsletter so there wasn’t
really a lot of original, new writing time that was required. I simply copied the
story, made them all about 350-450 words, and added a Biblical reference to
support the principle and added a daily action plan.
Layout
For the layout, I did go to a professional layout editor. I used a local Nashville
company, E. T. Lowe Publishing Company (http://www.etlowe.com ) who did the
layout in 8 days. Charles Sutherland (charles@etlowe.com ) is my contact there.
He took my Word document and put it into Quark for the nice graphics and
screened background for the Biblical reference. At the time he was working on
the journal for Joel Osteen’s Your Best Life Now. I interrupted him on that project
and had him do The Rudder of the Day. So he did the layout for us, giving us a
very professional look. Invoice - $630.00
Cover graphics – Front and Back
I had a great resource right at hand for this one...my son Jared. He created the
graphics himself, it took him about 5 hours, and I paid him $500. Jared
suggested a little ship at the beginning of each chapter because of the rudder
theme. Joanne, my wife, suggested a screened background for the scripture
reference. Charles integrated those things into the content I had already
provided.
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In my opinion, it’s worth it to have somebody do a professional layout. One of
the things you see a lot with self-published books is an amateurish looking
layout. It really hurts the credibility of your project. The same thing is true on a
cover. When people buy books, the first thing they see are the cover and the title.
Whether your book is in a bookstore, on Amazon or on your website, it’s critical to
have a great cover look.
With The Rudder of the Day my son Jared handled the front and back covers.
He created a beautiful look for which we get tons of compliments.
Publishing Company
You will notice Vitology Press as the publishing company on The Rudder of the
Day. As you know, the publishing company, by definition, is who puts up the
money and does the work to get a book in print. We just brainstormed as a family
and came up with what we thought was a cool sounding name. It gives the
impression of Life (vital) and blends all the “ologies” that I embrace – psychology,
philosophy, theology, etc. It’s our own name and we’ll use it for many upcoming
projects. You can see that we made it easy for anyone to contact us right on the
back cover. And we’re now getting bulk orders from bookstores, churches,
universities, etc.
Yes, we did get an ISBN, just like any major publisher would use. Yes, you do
need that. Don’t go to the work of printing the book without having an ISBN.
That’s a universal identification that really is something people can look up
online. Any bookstore can look it up, identify who wrote it and where they can get
it.
Bowker Link is the site for getting your ISBN numbers. What I recommend is that
you request a set of 10 numbers, have one of the services there create the bar
code image and you’re ready to go. Your book will be listed worldwide; any
bookstore in the world can order it for a customer.
http://www.bowkerlink.com/corrections/common/home.asp
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Printing
Again, I used a local printer here in Nashville, Rich Printing. Printing is the
number one industry in Nashville so there are plenty of options. I have the benefit
of a big subscriber base to sell my products, so it made sense for me to do a
sizeable printing. But we provided the inside layout and cover graphics to them in
a fully print-ready file, and had 5000 initial copies printed. The cost per copy?
$1.41. That’s right, pretty small isn’t it! Now if you want to get a smaller run done,
say of 250 or 500 copies, your cost will probably go up to $3-4.00. But if you sell
your book for $5 over your cost, you are in business! !
Rich Printing - http://www.richprinting.com
My contact – John Craig -- http://www.richprinting.com/contact_sales.htm
This is something that may be a little challenging and I would not encourage
anybody to print 5,000 unless you really do have a marketing platform like we’re
talking about here. If you have a lot of things in place then 5,000 may be okay.
But we’ve also covered many of the options for print-on-demand where your cost
per book will be higher, but you won’t risk tying up a lot of money before you are
sure you can sell your books.
Total Cost
With the professional layout, cover design and printing, that puts our cost at:
$1.64 per book. We show a retail price of $16.99 and discount it to $12.00 on
our site. You can see the profit margin there is over $10.00. With a typical
royalty agreement I would get 15% of the wholesale price, which in this case
would be approximately $6.00 and thus a per book royalty of $.90. That’s why I
don’t wait for a publisher – true they usually have bigger distribution systems in
place but as you can see, I can sell a whole lot fewer copies and still make a
whole lot more money.
It might be significant to point out that if someone buys 48 Days to the Work
You Love from Barnes & Noble or Amazon.com I will get a royalty of
approximately $1.50. As you can see here, when we sell a copy of The Rudder
of the Day, our profit is more than $10.00. Thus the attraction of self-publishing
when you have an established marketing platform.
So when I sell 15,000 copies of The Rudder of the Day I make more money
than when my publisher sells 100,000 copies of 48 Days to the Work You Love.
I enjoy both – and the best world is to have both sides working for you.
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I had lunch recently with a healthcare executive, a wonderful gentleman, very
successful in his career. He did a book himself, had it published with a local
company here and paid about $20,000 for the copies he has sitting in his garage.
He told me he’s probably sold about 100 of them. He’s in that stuck place
wondering, “What do I do now?” I’m working with him on how he can create a
marketing platform.
Promotion & Marketing
My publisher let it be known right from the start that if they sold 30,000 copies of
48 Days to the Work You Love, they would be very happy. Personally, I about
choked when I heard that. I thought, “You have to be kidding! You’re going to be
happy with 30,000 copies? I can do that myself in a heartbeat. They would be
really happy?” Fortunately for both of us, we passed that a long time ago.
On The Rudder of the Day, we get requests from conferences, churches,
organizations and universities who want to buy these in bulk. With a cost of $1.64
we can sell them for pretty much whatever we want to, if in fact we want to sell to
organizations in bulk.
The total cost you see there is pretty much it. The specifics of actually getting it
produced are not what is important. What’s important is how you are going to
market it. That’s always where you come back. Don’t invest money in getting a
book printed until you have a clear sense of how you’re going to market it, what
you’re going to do with it.

The most important issue is the PROMOTION & MARKETING.
Don’t assume a publisher will do all your marketing. You will still be responsible
for 90% of what gets done.

*All websites listed herein are accurate at the time of publication but may change anytime in the future or
simply cease to exist. The listing of website references and resources does not imply a 48 Days, LLC
endorsement of the site’s entire contents. Groups and organizations are listed for informational purposes,
and listing does not imply full endorsement of their products, services or activities.
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Now you know more than 99% of the people on the face of
the earth about the writing and publishing of books. You
are ready to separate yourself from the 81% of the
population who say they’d like to write a book. You’re
going to put yourself into the small category who actually
accomplish that wonderful process.

Keep us posted on your progress – media@48Days.com

Your friend in the process,

Dan Miller
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